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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
William T. Allen has been an active composer for forty
years and has over four hundred compositions in his repertoire.

These encompass small works for unaccompanied solo

voice as well as large-scale operatic settings and orchestral compositions.

Dr. Allen's compositional style is

highly diversified, with works ranging from compositions
based upon intricate imitative counterpoint to simple, hymnlike settings.
Allen has a unique compositional style which resulted
in various premieres, awards, and commissions.

The first

premiere, dated 1969, was the performance of La Belle
sans

Merci

Dame

with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, a compo-

sition based upon a ballad by John Keats.
written for SATB a cappella

In 1970, In Rama,

chorus, was featured in a per-

formance at the Music Educators National Convention held at
the Eastman School of Music (Rochester, New York) and, in
1984, was selected as winner of the Chautauqua Chamber Singers Composition Contest.
Unto the Lord

In 1970, Psalm 136; O Give

Thanks

(for Soprano and Orchestra) was selected for

the program of the "Fortieth Annual Festival of American
Music" held at the Eastman School of Music with Howard
Hanson conducting.

In addition to premieres, Allen was

selected as the featured speaker at the "Meet the Composer"
series at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana in 1983.
Commissioned works by Dr. Allen include O Quanta
Qualia,

a hymn tune Fantasy for Piano, Chorus, and Orchestra

commissioned for the Presidential Inauguration at Houghton
College, 1973; Young John Wesley,

an opera commissioned for

the Houghton College Centennial, 1983; and Young John
Wesley;

a Phantasy

Play^,

a dramatic setting commissioned

for the Methodist Conference of Western New York, 1984.
Scope of the Study
William Allen's compositions include eleven works for
band, twenty-eight for chorus, twenty-seven for designated
instrumental ensembles, twelve large-scale vocal compositions (i.e., three musicals, three operas, one operetta,
three sacred cantatas, one oratorio, and one passion),
twenty-five for orchestra, sixty-two for organ, one hundred
seventy-two for piano, forty-five for solo instrument, and
forty-eight for solo voice.

This study will feature only

the works for chorus (excluding the choral sections contained in the large-scale operas, cantatas, oratorios,
passions, and musicals).

A complete list of Allen's

compositions can be found in Appendix A.

^Young John Wesley; a Phantasy Play uses different
material from the Opera entitled Young John
Wesley,

Focus of study
Allen's choral music encompasses a wide range of
twentieth-century compositional styles (i.e., Neoclassicism,
Neoromanticism, and Indeterminacy) as well as makes use of
processes found in the eighteenth-century chorale and late
sixteenth-century madrigal.

Because of its accessibility,

the high school, church, and university choral director
should find a wonderful new source of choral music from
which to choose.
The twenty-eight works for chorus can be divided into
three groups:

(1) seven secular a cappella

madrigals; (2)

seven sacred works with various accompaniments (i.e., piano,
organ, and brass); and (3) fourteen sacred a cappella
The seven a cappella

works.

madrigals include one SS/SA setting,

two SAB settings, one SATB setting, one SATB collection
(Three

Madrigals)

containing three separate works, one SAATB

setting, and one SAATTB setting.

The seven sacred works

with accompaniment include one unison (choir and solo)
setting, one SAB setting, four SATB settings, and one TTBB
cantata (O How Great
works.

the Mystery)

containing four separate

The fourteen sacred a cappella

works include one SSA

setting, eleven SATB settings, one SATB double chorus setting, and one SSATB double chorus setting.

The texts for

Allen's choral music includes thirteen biblical selections,
eight English poems and/or sonnets, one hymn arrangement.

one Festival

Te Deum text, three on original texts, and four

adaptations from preexisting literature.
Allen has created choral music which is stylistically
new and inventive by linking the romantic tradition with his
own style of conventional twentieth-century compositional
methods.

Twentieth-century techniques employed by Dr. Allen

include use of unmetered scores; mixtures of modality and
tonality; and thick, tertian harmony produced by the addition of sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths.
Need and Purpose for the Study
A major concern for directors of high school, collegiate, and professional choruses is constantly finding new
literature.

One purpose of this study is to introduce

choral conductors to a new source of valuable choral music
and acquaint the choral community with a talented, deserving, and heretofore unpublished twentieth-century American
composer.

Promoting new music is often the responsibility

of the performer or conductor; consequently, the growth and
development of new composers is highly dependent upon the
active involvement and encouragement of performing musicians.

In comparison to some European countries, American

performances are especially important since American music
receives a large portion of its support from sources other
than the government.
Unfortunately, most conductors usually choose works
which are more easily accessible or already well

established.

This does nothing to promote the music of new

composers and can only serve to discourage many talented
writers, conceivably resulting in a deficiency of new
literature.
William Allen is Composer-in-Residence at Houghton
University, Houghton, New York.

Research into the music of

William Allen will serve as an introduction to a virtually
unknown collection of new American choral compositions which
deserve study and performance.

All of Allen's choral com-

positions are unpublished to date and relatively unknown,
but it is the hope of this author that increased interest in
his choral music will result in awareness and perhaps publication.

If the reader has an interest, specific works may

be obtained by contacting the composer.
Organization of the Study
The study of the choral music of William Allen will
be organized into six chapters:

(1) Introduction; (2)

Biography of William Allen, including general information
about the composer's life, musical training, and experience;
(3) Interviews with the Composer, including Dr. Allen's
views on (a) twentieth-century music, (b) his personal compositional style, (c) performance practice relating to his
choral compositions, and (d) personal philosophy and its
effect upon his style of composition; (4) Annotated Listing
of the Choral Works, including voicings, voice ranges,
difficulty level, approximate length, instrumentation (if

any), and a brief annotation; (5) Analysis of Selected
Choral Compositions, including J Will

Extol

Thee (SATB,

Organ, 1987) and Unto Him That Loved Us (SATB, a

cappella,

1960 [a cassette tape recording of both works is available
in the Music Library at Texas Tech University]); and (6)
Summary.

CHAPTER II
BIOGRAPHY
Allen's life can be divided into four distinct periods
early years (1926-1944), military service (1944-1945),
university education (1946-1953), and career at Houghton
(1953-present).
Early Years
William Allen was born on June 2, 192 6, in the small
rural town of Aberdeen, South Dakota.

He was raised by

parents who deeply loved classical music and sought to instill in him an appreciation of the fine arts.

William's

father was employed in Aberdeen as editor and co-publisher
of an agricultural magazine entitled The Dakota

Farmer.

Mr,

Allen enjoyed spending his evenings listening to recordings
of classical music, although he was not personally involved
in performance.

This exposure to extensive classical

literature, during his father's evenings of entertainment,
had a profound influence on the composer's early musical
development and taste.

William's early love for music was

further stimulated by the amateur piano performances of his
sister and mother.
Allen began studying piano at the age of eight with
Maurene Carpenter, a local teacher in Aberdeen.

One aspect

of Carpenter's instruction was to have William compose an
original melody and harmony to a preexisting one-line text.
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Allen enjoyed the assignments and demonstrated remarkable
talent and originality for his young age.

Musical composi-

tion, as an instructional tool, served as a catalyst and
stimulated Allen's early love for musical creativity.

Dur-

ing his first year of study with Mrs. Carpenter, Allen wrote
his earliest composition, Easter

Melody.

In discussing this

first composition, he states:
Easter Melody is Mozartian, an obvious imitation of
what I had heard in the way of sonatinas or sonatas
that my sister had played at the piano. Maybe it
would be better to say that my tune is more like
Clementi. It is simple, organized in an obvious
way, and fun to play as demonstration of an early
piece.^
Allen continued his involvement in performance in
elementary school by singing in the Aberdeen school chorus.
After entering high school, he sang in the top auditioned
a cappella

chorus and played clarinet in the band.

these years Allen composed three a cappella
high school chorus:

Look to the Lord,

an original text; Silver,

During

works for his

a spiritual based on

a composition based on a poem by

Walter De La Mare; and Prayer,

a work also based on an

original text.
Allen continued to study piano in high school and
performed for a number of local Aberdeen activities.

He

also had the opportunity to perform for pianist Arthur
Rubinstein, who was visiting Aberdeen in connection with a

^Interview with William T. Allen, Houghton College,
Houghton, New York, August 1989.

local artist series.

Rubinstein was complimentary of his

playing; however, Allen states that "Rubinstein was very
nice but I really performed poorly and had so little to
play."^
Military Service
Allen graduated from high school in 1944 and was immediately drafted into the army.

He served as a rifleman and

a member of the military police in the U.S. Occupation Force
in Japan.

Allen had already developed exceptional improvi-

sational skills during his years in high school, so, while
overseas, he was invited to play piano with a local dance
band.

During his time in Japan, Allen was introduced to Eta

Harichschneider, a harpsichordist who was to have a profound
influence on his life.

Harichschneider was German, but

disapproved of the Nazi party, so consequently she lived in
Japan during the war.

She was an extremely gifted musician,

especially in the area of Baroque keyboard literature.
Harichschneider taught Allen how to supply harmonizations
for unrealized Bach Chorales.

This strengthened his theo-

retical background and compositional skills.

Allen was not

familiar with the procedure of figured bass realization,
but, with extended practice and excellent instruction, soon
became proficient at this technique.

^JJbid.

The musical depth
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gained from his work with Harichschneider motivated him to
pursue a degree in music.
University Education
When Allen returned to United States, in the summer of
1946, he enrolled at the Eastman School of Music.

During

that summer, Allen studied composition with Anthony Donate,
a doctoral student at Eastman.

Donato was a talented com-

poser and violinist on the faculty at the University of
Texas in Austin.

Prior to teaching at the University of

Texas, he held positions at Drake University (1931-37) and
Iowa State Teachers College (Northern Iowa University,
1937-39).*
Allen was unable to secure enrollment at Eastman the
following fall semester due to his late summer application;
consequently, he decided to return to Aberdeen and continue
his musical education at Northern State College (now
Northern State University).

At Northern, Allen studied

composition with Merritt Johnson, who became a significant
figure in the development of his compositional style.
Johnson was a graduate of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music
and well-known for his versatility as an organist, cellist,
pianist, and composer.^

*The New Grove

He continually offered Allen

Dictionary

of American

Music,

1986 ed. ,

s.v. "Donato, Anthony," by David Cope.
^"Katherine and Merritt Johnson," Music Clubs
June 1951, p. 42.

Magazine,
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enthusiastic support and direction in all of his
compositional efforts.

Johnson's affirming character

strongly motivated Allen to continue his study in music.
Allen recalls:
Merritt Johnson was "perfect" for encouragement. He
welcomed every new effort of mine—often saying "I
think this is the best you've done so far." Whether
that was true or not, I thrived under his tutelage.
He was inspiring because he never taught composition
by some book of rules (none of my teachers ever did:
it was always, "What did you bring for me today?"
and the compositional urge was so strong upon me,
particularly in those early days with Merritt, that
I always had something to bring). Merritt was a
pretty "forward" musician for a South Dakota town in
those days. He organized a performance of Britten's
A Ceremony of Carols at the Lutheran church where he
was organist and choir director. I'm certain many
parishioners thought that was pretty far out.**
While in his second year at Northern, Allen learned
that Anthony Donato had accepted a position at Northwestern
University in Evanston, Illinois; subsequently, he decided
to transfer in his junior year to Northwestern and resume
study with his former teacher.

While at Northwestern,

Donato gained recognition for being the recipient of a
Fulbright award to lecture in England (1951-52) and also for
publishing his own textbook entitled Preparing
script.''

Music Manu-

Donato's use of quartal and quintal harmonic

textures in his own compositions was highly influential on
Allen's musical style.

This harmonic technique, which was

^Allen interview, August 1989.

''Ibid.
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prominent in the works of Paul Hindemith, was to become a
characteristic feature in Allen's instrumental compositions.
Allen completed work on a bachelor's degree in music at
Northwestern in 1950.

He received a graduate fellowship in

theory at Northwestern for the following year and decided to
remain in Evanston to continue his studies in composition.
Examples of compositions written during this period include
Canon and Fugue for organ or instrumental ensemble; Fugue
Bb minor

for organ or instrumental ensemble; Brahms

in B minor,

in

Rhapsody

an orchestrated version of the first section

only; and an orchestration of Debussy's Homage ^ Rameau.
Allen received a master's degree in composition in 1951 and
immediately returned to Eastman to pursue doctoral studies
under the instruction of Bernard Rogers.

Rogers, who was a

Pulitzer Prize winner, taught distinguished composers such
as Vladimir Ussachevsky, Peter Mennin, Dominick Argento, and
David Diamond.

He also received several prizes and awards

for composition including the Eastman School of Publication
Award, the Alice M. Ditson Fund Award, a Guggenheim Fellowship, and the Bispham Medal.*
During his final year at Eastman, Allen established a
relationship with Dr. Charles Finney, who was Chairman of
the Division of Music at Houghton College, Houghton, New

*rhe New Grove Dictionary
of American Music,
s.v. "Rogers, Bernard," by Ruth T. Watanabe.

1986 ed.,
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York.^

Dr. Finney met with Allen during several visits to

Rochester and became impressed with his broad musical knowledge and excellent performance ability; consequently, he
offered him the position of Instructor of Theory and Composition at Houghton.

Allen accepted Finney's offer during

his last semester at Eastman and began his teaching responsibilities in the fall of 1953.

Allen completed his

dissertation project, entitled La Belle
the first semester at Houghton.

Dame sans

Merci,

in

The project was an orches-

tral composition for ballet based on a poem written by John
Keats.

Regarding this work, Allen comments:

There was no actual plan for a ballet production but
I had been inspired by ballet performances I had
seen in Chicago (traveling groups such as Ballet
Theatre out of New York) and the poem I had known
since high school.*°
Allen was awarded the Ph.D. in Musical Composition in the
spring of 1954.

He has remained on faculty at Houghton for

the past thirty-six years.
Career at Houghton
The isolated location and conservative religious atmosphere at Houghton College have played a significant role in
Allen's development as a teacher, composer, and musician.
The town of Houghton is located in the scenic rolling hill

'Allen and Finney first became acquainted in the summer
of 1946 when they were enrolled in the same composition
class at Eastman.
^°Allen interview, August 1989.
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country of Western New York, surrounded by acres of
picturesque woodlands, sixty-five miles southeast of Buffalo
and seventy miles southwest of Rochester.

The population of

Houghton is approximately 1,600" and is, for the most part,
secluded from the activity of the larger metropolitan cities
to its north.

A majority of Houghton's inhabitants are in

some way affiliated with the Wesleyan college, and a large
portion of the town's cultural activity is centered around
the school.

The guarded environment at Houghton was some-

what awkward for Allen but, after a short time, he realized
that Houghton's conservative atmosphere, slow pace, and
seclusion were conducive to his compositional efforts.

In

speaking of his first years at Houghton, Allen says:
Dr. Charles Finney was entirely on the side of
"good" music and particularly fond of Bach and contemporary works. He was always ready to try new
things, such as inviting John Cage to speak at
Houghton. I realized that many Houghtonites thought
I was too far out as a composer, but in general,
folks were tolerant and loving.^^
Allen goes on to discuss the influence which Houghton had on
his growth and development as a musician:
I feel that a large majority of my education has
come from my teaching and connection with students
and other faculty members. Quite a bit of my compositional ability has been with me since a very
young age, but the ability to be articulate and

"The World Book Encyclopedia,
York."
^^Allen interview, August 1989.

1988 ed., s.v. "New
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teach composition has come very slowly throughout
many years.*^
While in school at Northwestern and Eastman, I
tended to be more interested in larger forms and was
especially fond of showing off my writing ability.
Now, I attempt to get my ideas across in a more
precise fashion, much like a short story, and am
much less intrigued with massive formal structures . **
It is also important to note that Houghton's influence has
not only affected Allen's professional life but has had an
impact on his personal life as well.

Allen states:

I feel that I am now a bit more enlightened about
myself and the world around me. I do realize that I
have been very protected, even sheltered at Houghton, but it has allowed me to write what I want
without undue pressure.^^
Allen married Jane McMahon, a piano student at Houghton, in
1962.

The Aliens have three children:

Elizabeth, William,

and Rebecca.
Dr. Allen's involvement in choral music has increased
significantly since arriving at Houghton.

He has primarily

focused most of his work on the performance needs of the
Houghton College Choir, Chapel Choir, and Men's and Women's
Choruses.

Houghton's choral program has provided Allen with

excellent choral ensembles capable of performing his new
compositions.

The Houghton College Choir was founded by

Wilfred Bain, former Dean at Indiana University, and has

^^Ibid.
^'Ibid.
^^Ibid.
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performed at the Eastern Division of the Music Educators
National Conference, New York State School of Music Association, United Nations Music Appreciation Club, as well as
with the Rochester and Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestras.
Allen has gained much exposure as a composer and
teacher while at Houghton and has had many successful performances and commissions.

His achievements, along with the

success of many of his former students, led to his being
named Composer-in-Residence at Houghton in 1968.

David Ott,

a composer on the faculty at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana, and former professor at Houghton, makes the
following statement about the music of William Allen:
As a composer. Bill's music pretty much runs the
gamut in emotional and stylistic approaches. His
best music has charm and energy, it is clever, inventive and ingenious. His compositions show great
admiration for the traditions of the past. They
don't ever indicate a vacillation of that principle.
Bill has never been caught by the latest composition
invention. His music remains purely his own.*^
The combination of Allen's personal beliefs and the
religious atmosphere at Houghton has influenced him to set
more sacred than secular texts.

Of the twenty-eight choral

compositions written by Dr. Allen, twenty-one are based on
sacred texts; the remaining seven compositions are secular
a cappella

madrigals.

It is also important to note that of

these seven secular madrigals, five were written in conjunction with composition classes during his university

**David Ott, letter to the author, January 1990.
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training and only two were composed after his arrival at
Houghton.
Allen's early musical training from his parents and
teachers in Aberdeen; encounter with Eta Harichschneider;
educational instruction under Donato, Johnson, and Rogers;
and thirty-six years at Houghton have each had a part in
forming his distinct compositional style.

David Ott sums up

Allen's compositional style:
. . . His music is perfectly executed almost without
flaw. He is like Haydn that way. He is also like
Haydn because he has lived his entire mature life in
a remote place. He has been greatly influenced by
the evangelical tradition of Houghton. His writing
would never have taken the course it did if he had
not settled in such a place. I believe Bill is an
ultimate craftsman.^^

i^JJbid.

CHAPTER III
INTERVIEWS WITH THE COMPOSER
The prevalent compositional techniques employed in the
choral works of William Allen are firmly rooted in neoromanticism; however, other, more experimental, twentieth-century
procedures are occasionally included (e.g., indeterminacy,
bitonality, and unmetered scores).

Specific interview ques-

tions were designed by the author to (1) determine why Allen
does not employ twentieth-century techniques more often and
(2) establish Allen's views concerning his neoromantic style
of writing.
In order to develop an applicable body of interview
questions, a formal analysis of Allen's choral music was
completed.

From this analysis, the composer's predominant

style characteristics were determined.

Questions were then

formulated to gain insight into Allen's views toward the
various techniques which he does and does not incorporate in
his writing.

Additional questions were developed to obtain

further information regarding Allen's background, philosophical beliefs, and ideas related to the performance of
his works.

This material will, it is hoped, enable the

reader to better understand the methods and techniques
employed by Allen in his compositional practice.
The interviews, held on the campus of Houghton College,
took place on August 14-20, 1989.

A list of questions was

sent to Dr. Allen three weeks prior to the interview period.
18
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Other informal questions were asked during the course of the
discussion in order to further clarify Allen's opinions
concerning the topics being deliberated.
The organization of this chapter will include:

(1)

interview material arranged according to four topics of
discussion including (a) Allen's views on twentieth-century
music, (b) Allen's personal compositional style, (c) Allen's
views on the performance of his choral music, and (d) Allen's
personal philosophical beliefs; and (2) a summary of the
major points presented in the interviews.

Due to its

length, the interview material contained in this chapter has
been edited; however, the answers printed are essentially
verbatim (Allen's responses to the interview questions have
been numbered for easy reference).

An outline of the inter-

view questions presented to Dr. Allen can be found in
Appendix B.
Allen's Views on TwentiethCentury Music
WHITE: What is your opinion on the following
prevalent twentieth-century styles? Firstly, Avant
Garde?
ALLEN: I do respect people who break new ground
but I also think many composers are growing tired of
always trying to be different from everyone else. I
am to a point in my own writing where I really don't
worry about the idea of constant originality. I am
also very concerned about the lack of an audience
for most concerts containing twentieth-century music
and feel that a large part of the music considered
to be Avant Garde is not accessible to the majority
of listeners. I am not saying that it isn't fun to
compose this style of music. I can remember going
to a John Cage workshop a few years ago and

20
specifically remember one piece which went on for a
very long time. The work was composed of what
seemed like random, ethereal type sounds. The audience was wildly excited by it. I enjoyed it, but
because of the type of background and feeling for
music which I have, it didn't really do much for me.
I have never been very impressed with what I call
orgiastic sounds. I wouldn't say that a composer
like Ginastera was "far out" in any sense, but he
has written a lot of toccata-like music. I haven't
heard all of his music so this may seem a bit judgmental, but I can improvise music that, to me, seems
to achieve about the same effect. I don't think
that there is much to say about people going into
musical frenzies—I tire of it quickly and I really
don't know what to do with it. It is fun to improvise in this style but it doesn't seem to mean a lot
to me. I like music that deals with more typical
human situations, like Schumann's Kinderscenen,
and
yet I also appreciate composers like Prokofiev very
much. I really enjoy music which has some literary
reference or real life situation. So I guess what I
am saying is that I like music which has some sort
of historical, literary, or human interest, and that
the idea of impressing somebody with sound for
sound's sake doesn't do much for me personally.
(1)
WHITE:

Serialism?

ALLEN: Every year I play some Webern for my
theory class. I respect him and I am always amazed
at what can be done by many of the known performers
of these works. I am always offering it to my class
for sightsinging exercises because of the extreme
challenge which it offers. However, it doesn't
really appeal to my emotions so I am not as
attracted to it as other styles.
(2)
WHITE:

Indeterminant/Chance?

ALLEN: I like that sort of thing and I wouldn't
mind doing more of it. When John Cage did a concert
on our campus several years ago, many people left
disgusted. He said that the sound of the doors
closing was part of the music, which was fine. I
actually felt kind of free listening to him talk
about composition and thought it really helped me to
break through the barrier of worrying about what
tradition says you are "expected" to do in a composition; I really appreciated that. I think I am
correct in saying that my music is seemingly traditional but it takes turns from what is expected. I
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think, or at least pretend to think, that I am being
original by taking sounds that seem very regular by
themselves and combining them in an unexpected
manner.
(3)
WHITE:

Electronic Music?

ALLEN: I really feel that the use of electronics
in musical composition is one of the big things at
this point in history. The main reason that I have
not become active in electronic music is because I
am really not interested in the mechanics related to
all of the equipment. I enjoy improvising on electronic keyboards, but that is altogether different
than composing a piece of music based on electronic
sounds. My only involvement with electronic composition was in a commissioned piece that I wrote last
year for the dedication of our new student activities center. The work was composed for Holtkamp
organ and synthesizer and a lot of fun to perform.
I do want to say that I do like the idea of electronic sounds which are original sounds, but I don't
like electronic imitations of existing instrumental
sounds.
(4)
WHITE:

Neoclassicism?

ALLEN: I do feel that my music is governed by
romantic and classical tendencies. Many times I am
led astray by some chance chord that I have found
but, at the same time, I always feel compelled to
stay within given boundaries which I myself set for
the piece.
WHITE: Who is your favorite twentieth-century
composer and why?
ALLEN: I want to say that my favorite composer is
Maurice Ravel, even though he is really not considered to be a twentieth-century composer under our
historical definition. In picking a true twentiethcentury composer, I would probably say that I enjoy
some, though not all, of Prokofiev. I am especially
fond of the ballet music, Romeo and Juliet,
and also
admire the Fifth
Symphony.
In talking about this I
notice that I am not arriving at the names that we
hear of today and I must confess that I am not
really moved by what I am hearing from most composers today. I really don't mean to come across as
reactionary. It is really more of a personal desire
to deal with myself rather than dealing with other
people's thoughts or ideas; I guess that is the ego

(5)
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of the artist. I am actually more excited and
inspired by literature than I am by listening to a
lot of contemporary music.

(6)

WHITE: Who is your favorite composer not from the
twentieth-century and why?
ALLEN: I will have to say that I will admire Bach
forever. I also would have to include Brahms and
Beethoven in my list of favorites. I am especially
fond of the late Beethoven piano sonatas which I
consider to be amazing. I think it is interesting
to note that I like composers who aren't particularly considered to be the greatest of composers of
their time. A musical example which comes to mind
would be Massenet's meditation from Thai's which many
view as overly "gushy" in nature—I am really moved
by this. I am not saying that Massenet is my favorite composer, but I find a lot of music which becomes
very favorable to me is not necessarily admired as
the greatest compositions. I really enjoy RimskyKorsakov. I remember listening to Scheherazade
the
other day and saying, **Scheherazade
is really wonderful if you just don't have to listen to the whole
thing." I feel this way because he keeps doing the
same thing over and over again, but the orchestration is marvelous and the tunes are beautiful. I
also enjoy Liszt, specifically the Mephisto
Waltz,
because it is like many other pieces of music in
that it makes me smile just from being fun.
(7)
WHITE: Which composers were most influential,
either negatively or positively, on your style of
composition?
ALLEN: In a positive way, I have been affected
enough by Bach to want to write preludes and fugues
even though some of them aren't meant to sound like
Bach while, in other cases, I was trying as a student to mimic the Bach style. I remember Bernard
Rogers telling me that his early fugues sounded very
much like Bach and that he gradually developed his
own style from that. Poulenc, especially the Mass,
has also had an effect on my writing because I
really like the type of sound and writing style
which he creates. I like the simplicity of something like the second movement of the Ravel Piano
Concerto
in G which is very classic. I think that
Ravel has been most influential on my choice of
harmony—more than anyone else. I am influenced
quite a bit by Schumann in kind of a human, literary
way in the things that he writes about. I really
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like imaginative, theatrical music. Schumann's
Carnaval
is a favorite piece of mine. In a negative
way, I would have to say that the "orgiastic" part
of Hindemith and Ginastera, which I have already
alluded to, does very little for me. Again, that is
kind of being unfair, but I quickly grow tired of
what I feel is wild and eruptive.
(8)
WHITE: What specific styles of music have influenced your style of composition the most?
ALLEN: I feel that my style is very eclectic in
nature. I really do enjoy a lot of different styles
of music and tend to incorporate them into my own
writing. I like to pick up new ideas or styles of
writing from all different types of music.
(9)
WHITE: Were there any people who were influential
on your decision to become a composer?
ALLEN: The fact that there was music in my family, specifically the pianistic ability of my mother
and sister, helped me to be involved in music at an
early age. I always was hearing some kind of music
at my house, so my involvement seemed only natural.
Hearing all of the great piano literature, especially works like the Beethoven sonatas and the Bach
keyboard works, really inspired me to write and be
expressive at an early age. The music at the
Methodist church where I attended was also very
inspirational. I can remember hearing works like
Handel's Messiah at a young age and really enjoying
the sounds. I don't think I consciously realized
what was happening to me but I was affected in a
positive way. So really there wasn't any particular
person who encouraged me more; it was just the
exposure to various types of literature and numerous
performances that impressed and encouraged me more
than anything.
(10)
WHITE: After you decided to pursue an education
in composition, were there any specific people who
helped steer you towards your present style of
writing?
ALLEN: Disregarding my teachers, who obviously
were very influential, there is really no single
person. I started composing at a very early age and
I really have not had a desire to do anything else
ever since. This really was a bit of a problem for
my father who was co-publisher of an agricultural
newspaper because, presumably, I would have followed
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in his footsteps and gone into the same business. I
think that my decision to compose had a lot to do
with the fact that it was the one thing that gave me
the most obvious pleasure while I was growing up.
Socially I was a very nervous individual, the kind
of young man who would try out for the football team
and, even though I knew I was terrible, figure that
I needed to do it anyway. It is what I call suffering through growing up, which everyone does at some
point in their childhood. So the piano and my early
composing was a point of relief for me; it was an
area where I felt very comfortable and relaxed.
(11)
WHITE:

Were you writing music at an early age?

ALLEN: Yes. My first involvement with writing
was in conjunction with my piano class in Aberdeen.
During that time, I was just mimicking or copying
things that I saw. I had no formal theory instruction, so the things that I wrote were quite messy.
I really don't think that I had a great mind or
anything like that; but I do feel that I understood
what I was doing and was not just mastering technical mimicry. To me, composing was like the theatre,
very expressive and connected with life itself.
(12)
WHITE: Where do
style in the realm
century schools of
within one or more
discussed?

you place your own compositional
of the prevalent twentieththought? Does your style fit
of the categories previously

ALLEN: I seem to be a product of the past. I
think that a large portion of this fondness for what
we term as neoclassicism had a lot to do with my
sister. While growing up, I had the opportunity to
hear her play a host of great piano literature. I
was very touched by hearing the works of composers
such as Beethoven, Bach, and Rachmaninov, and I seem
to have continued to carry that with me. So I think
that I am really demonstrating some kind of love for
the past. I am certainly not part of any of the
avant garde movements in music. It is kind of a
nostalgia for past ideals and thoughts. My music
has dissonance, but the attitude is very much
ingrained in the traditions of the past. I really
admire music, such as the slow movement of
Beethoven's Piano Concerto,
no.4, because the
statements are so strong and yet uncomplicated.
Some of my music even deliberately imitates older
compositional styles. The example which comes to
mind is Why Should Cross and Trial Leave Me for
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chorus and organ which imitates the eighteenthcentury chorale style of J. S. Bach.

(13)

Allen's Views on Personal
Compositional Stvle
WHITE: 'Do you compose intuitively or use an
intellectual approach?
ALLEN: I do believe that I compose intuitively,
but there is some kind of mechanics going on in my
mind that tells me what type of harmonies, rhythms,
etc., would best suit the piece of music. There is
always some logic that tells me when I am overusing
some specific chord, rhythmic pattern, or any other
item pertaining to the composition. In other words,
there is some kind of intelligence coming from the
compositional work, not just a kind of "spouting
forth" of ideas. So, in a sense, there is a combination of intuitiveness and intellectualization
always happening.
(14)
WHITE: Do you think that the mechanics involved
in your process of writing come from your compositional background, training, and culture or from
some other source?
ALLEN: To me, mechanical thinking is basically
like tools of a trade which have been gathered from
all of the sources that you mentioned; this is
especially true for those things which I have picked
up from other composers. In A Composer's World by
Paul Hindemith, he says something to the effect
that, "the composer should know and understand the
whole form of a work in advance." That really
sounds wonderful, but it is impossible for me because I enjoy developing things as I go and thus
finding out what it is that I am writing as I am
composing. I did get a lot of technical training in
sixteenth and eighteenth-century counterpoint which
I would never feel bad about having done. It has
helped me in many ways, but it has never hampered
me. I have never felt that I had to precisely
imitate anything from the past, but I do like to
make reference to it. So I would say that in my
case, training and learning the tools of my trade
have been most important. I admire tradition a
great deal but not in order to freeze into it.
(15)
WHITE: Do you feel that either method (i.e.,
intuitive or intellectual) is more valuable than the
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other, or is a combination of both more advantageous
for a composer?
ALLEN: For me, I like a combination. I enjoy
taking a free, rhapsodic approach towards most of my
music. In my mind, this style of composition is
similar to many of the Bach organ works which sound
very improvisatory in nature.
(16)
WHITE: Is it always possible to differentiate
between intuitive and intellectual writing?
ALLEN: I suppose that there are so many layers,
all of which are very complicated, that it would be
impossible to always tell. I like the idea of discipline. Stravinsky talks about literally allowing
himself a limit on what he can do in a certain piece
of music. I appreciate that sort of restraint in
composition; subsequently, I always have parameters
in mind when I compose.
(17)
WHITE: Do you make any conscious, predetermined
decisions concerning items to be used in specific
compositions, e.g., harmonic progressions, rhythmic
ideas, melodic formula, and modality/tonality?
ALLEN: I would have to answer yes since, for
example, if you have an existing text given to you,
you are already limited in a certain sense. After
that, I think that most aspects of the composition
are determined after I get started. I don't make a
lot of predeterminations until after I start developing the composition itself. I like the idea of
being surprised as I go by a new element or aspect
which I really hadn't thought about beforehand. For
me it keeps things fresh and exciting because I
really don't know where something might lead, and
yet, at the same time, I am restraining myself in
order to stay within certain limits and not wander
aimlessly. The piece keeps controlling itself as it
grows; it accumulates as it goes rather than being
set from the beginning. The guidelines for one of
my compositions normally start out very loose and,
as the piece progresses, become more strict.
(18)
WHITE: Do predetermined conditions, either your
own or those set by other people, affect your method
of composition?
ALLEN: Very much so. I try to take in all of the
considerations possible such as text, vocal resources, ages of performers, and even the hall or
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performance. In most cases I am writing for a
specific performance need which I know of beforehand
and actually enjoy the limitations which come from
these works.
(19)
WHITE: Do you feel more comfortable composing
with or without given limitations?
ALLEN: I feel comfortable without limitations
when I am composing piano music, which really is a
limitation in itself, but when I deal with a work
which is going to be used in a public concert, such
as a commission, then I very much want to know what
it is that I am dealing with. I actually like the
idea, in this case, of having imposed restrictions,
because it makes composing much easier.
(20)
WHITE: Does your ability to improvise have an
effect on your compositional style?
ALLEN: Oh yes, by all means, but there is a difference between the type of improvisation that I can
do as an encore at the end of a piano or organ concert and that which I do when I am composing. When
composing, I tend to be working for short rhythmic
and harmonic ideas, versus that of trying to weave
an entire toccata or fantasia together for the sake
of an improvisatory piece of music. The improvisation used in my compositional efforts helps me to
create ideas to be used in the piece.
(21)
WHITE: Why have you decided to use unmetered
manuscript in the majority of your choral works?
ALLEN: In one sense that seems to be kind of a
selfish thing. I think, at least to me, that the
picture of the score, in an uncluttered metrical
state, with the music hopefully moving to the rhythm
of the words and placing barlines wherever they seem
to fit naturally is very pleasing to me. This is
not, however, very practical for the conductor to
deal with or for the performer to read. I may be
doing things which are the work of a dreamer and not
realizing that people may be working with performers
who are not the greatest readers in the world and
who need help to know where they are. I have some
kind of idea that the conductor himself would be
strong in this area and be able to help his choir to
understand and interpret the free flow of the line
and understand the general rhythm of the piece.
(22)
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WHITE: Why have you not submitted and/or actively
pursued publication of your works?
ALLEN: Actually, laziness probably has something
to do with it, or maybe I should say that I lack the
desire to push and promote my works. What I desire
is to finish a composition and then move to something new. I really am more concerned and motivated
to compose than I am in taking time away from that
to promote and push for publication. Finishing a
work fulfills my need as a creator; then I desire to
do more composing. I really do not want to take the
time to do all of the work necessary to secure
publication. I don't enjoy spending time making
demonstration tapes nor would I want to spend time
following up on various submissions. Also, there is
the knowledge that a lot of the things that I do are
not really publishable, not because they are so far
out, but because they are not immediately accessible
to the general musical public. Marketability of the
product is, of course, a problem for most all composers. I would much rather spend that time composing.
It is a matter of how much you care about that sort
of thing and also a matter of composing works, if
you are specifically seeking publication, that are
accessible to a broad musical market. I write to
satisfy myself, not others. If your pleasure is in
publication then you would probably go after that
very vigorously, but I really do not find pleasure
in that. I find my satisfaction in expressing something of myself in my compositions.
(23)
WHITE: How would you summarize the general style
characteristics prevalent in your compositions?
First, do you feel that your meter is controlled by
any specific thing?
ALLEN: I consider my use of meter to be nervously
changeable. It is very rhythmic, yet free flowing
in nature. In the choral music, meter is always
controlled by the text. In my instrumental works it
is very much tied to motivic motivation; in other
words, the natural rhythm which is inherent in a
specific motivic idea. I like, rather than just
incorporating a flowing melodic idea into a given
specific meter, to work with smaller fragments and
derive metrical stress from the fragment itself.
(24)
WHITE:

Rhythm?

ALLEN: I think that most of my rhythmic choices
come from a nervousness in my own personal makeup
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rather than from any specific technique that I have
heard or studied in the past. There is also something about the fact that the piano that I grew up
playing did not sustain well. It wasn't the type of
piano where you tried for long, flowing melodic
lines; therefore, I didn't learn much about a sustained vocal style until much later in my life. As
a result, I have really stuck with composing music
which is highly rhythmic in nature and I have
adapted that as a personal trademark or style. I
feel that my rhythmic motion can be summarized as
free, many times even choppy, and based on shifting
metrical structures.
(25)
WHITE:

Harmony?

ALLEN: It seems, at least to me, to be very sweet
and nostalgic. In my use of harmony, I am not as
concerned about harmonic direction as I am with the
enjoyment of chordal sounds or colors, such as the
many additions of fourths, sevenths, ninths, etc. I
use different chordal textures and qualities for the
enjoyment and color of the sound. In thinking about
the predominance of stacked thirds in my music, I
can remember hearing a small group of singers around
the practice room area when I was attending Northwestern University. They were singing some very
tight harmonies within a piece that they obviously
already knew. I really had never heard anything
like that and I really thought the sound of stacked
tertian harmony was wonderful. Because of that, I
have desired to find rather far-reaching chords
built from stacking thirds.
(26)
WHITE: Why do you choose not to employ specific
structural forms (e.g., rondo, sonata allegro,
ternary) in the majority of your choral works?
ALLEN: In all of my writing, I tend to move intuitively towards a through-composed style rather
than towards a conscious outlined or diagramed
formal design. The choral works tend to be very
sectional in nature, like many of the old renaissance motets. They do make use of recurring musical
ideas, but seldom are these recurrences literal
returns. Many of the returns are only meant to be
reminders instead of formal repeated sections. I
generally develop form in relationship to the
direction of the text. This tends to create a very
sectionalized approach.
(27)
WHITE:

Texture?
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ALLEN: I normally work from a homophonic/rhythmic
approach; that is not to say that I don't use contrapuntal writing, but generally the counterpoint is
pretty simple. I do contrast sections in a distinct
homorhythmic style with that of counterpoint to
create variety with the piece. Again, the text is
very much a determining factor in relationship to
texture.
(28)
WHITE:

Text?

ALLEN: I really like it when people choose texts
for me. The only exception to this is that many
poems or pieces of literature which other people
choose are many times difficult to set to music.
Other times, if it is great poetry, I really wonder
if I want to set it to music because, in its own
way, it already has its own music existing with it. (29)
WHITE:
text?

Do you prefer composing with or without a

ALLEN: I really like both. Working with text is
really wonderful because of the human aspect which
it brings into musical composition.
(30)
WHITE:

How do you select texts?

ALLEN: First of all, I am usually selecting for
some specific occasion, commission, etc. Other than
that, I really just select from the things that I
have read or am reading at the time. While I am
reading, I usually get several ideas on how to set
the text to music.
(31)
WHITE: At any point in your career did you make a
conscious choice to exploit any specific stylistic
traits and iadapt them as your personal trademark?
ALLEN: I have always done some sort of experimentation in copying because, at the Eastman School,
they did a lot of copying of known styles, such as
sixteenth and eighteenth-century contrapuntal
styles. Also, in their theory teaching of that
time, the chorale was a predominant tool of study.
So throughout my musical education I have done a lot
of writing in various styles. The discipline of
this type of activity has shown through in my own
individual writing, especially in my harmonic and
contrapuntal choices. I don't know how conscious
this aspect of my training is in my writing, but I
seem to be doing many things quite conventionally. (32)
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WHITE: Which do you feel is your most satisfying
choral work and why?
ALLEN: I would have to say In Rama would have to
be the work which has been the most satisfying to
me. That, to me, is a jewel. To me, this composition is just the right length and properly
controlled; it makes a statement yet it doesn't
waste time. It is also very intense, poignant, and
moving, especially in dealing with the text of
Rachel weeping for her children. I think that the
music has conveyed what that text is trying to say. (33)
WHITE: Can you describe your method of composition, beginning from a work's inception to its final
version?
ALLEN: In composing a choral work, I usually
begin with a textual idea gained from poetry or
literature. I normally do not get musical ideas
first, but start from a literary idea and begin to
compose on that text. If it is a work not tied to
literature, I normally do not start with a particular style or design in mind, but start playing at
the piano with small ideas or germs and then I
develop and compose around that. I get a great deal
of my ideas from just playing and improvising at the
piano. Of course, it is dangerous to write for
piano and try to pretend that you are writing for
another medium, such as orchestra or voice, but I
think that I understand what types of sounds transcribe best for what instruments. I gain the
majority of my thematic and rhythmic ideas from just
sitting down and beginning to improvise at the piano.
I do carry a lot of ideas, especially rhythmic ones,
around in my head which I draw from and build upon.
If I have not been composing for some time, for
example if I have been traveling and have not had
the chance to sit down and write, then the inspiration seems to come very quickly. Another thing is
that if the writing doesn't come along very well, or
if I start with something that is either uninspiring
or mediocre, I find that if I stick with it and keep
toying with it that it finally begins to make some
kind of sense. So I do a lot of what I call "pruning" until I get an idea to the form that I want,
and I am very willing to stick with an idea until
that happens. I always try to let many of the
determined factors of a composition come from the
composition itself during the process of construction. I feel much like many actors who determine
what their characters are while they are rehearsing
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and working the role rather than determining who the
character is beforehand.
(34)
WHITE: You have mentioned that you really do not
enjoy doing sketches or outlines for your compositions.
ALLEN: Yes, I really do not deal well with large
outlines. I keep telling my students that I should
and I even demonstrate in class how to write out an
outline, such as an exposition of a symphony. I
usually ask myself why I don't do that. I guess the
answer is because I really like the idea of improvising and working out formalistic ideas as I am
composing and not following a predetermined direction for the music.
(35)
WHITE:
tion?

Can you summarize your style of composi-

ALLEN: I think some words which best describe my
work are a certain type of restraint; nostalgic; a
desire to get a point across quickly, yet not beat
that point to death; and a desire to make references
to past points in a composition. I find that in
music, or any other form of art for that matter,
that I am quickly irritated with the obvious. I do
not like to be "beat to death," whether it be music
or anything else, with the overuse of a specific
point or idea.
(36)
Allen's Views on Performance
of His Choral Music
WHITE: Do you have any specific intentions in
your use of nonmetered scores? Does the barline
convey any sort of accentuation or is it just a
point of reference for the performer?
ALLEN: The lack of barlines is really my own
preference because I do not like the look of the
score with the shifting meter written in. I do
think that the conductor can somehow convey to his
group of singers all of the fluid change of rhythm
without having to indicate a numbered meter to do
so, but I forget that the conductor must also figure
out a proper pattern for the existing bar. So it
probably is a bit unfair of me, but I still have
some kind of thought that a conductor could teach
the singers just by the natural flow of the words—
that is really what I am trying to achieve. The
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problem that exists with metrical signatures is that
they denote specific, set patterns of accentuation
which, in many cases, detract from natural word
accentuation. I do try to place the barline, not
only as a reference point, but also as a means to
try to show where a natural accent would take place,
such as a change of word, a break in a line, or
something like that. I do like to compose in an
unmetered fashion but reality tells me that if a
piece of this sort were to be published it would
most likely have the meters added.
(37)
WHITE: Does metering take away from your original
idea of rhythmic freedom or free metrical conception?
ALLEN: I have complete respect for conductors who
do add the meters. They know what they have to do
in order to achieve the sound that they want as well
as what it takes to help facilitate a rehearsal. I
really don't think that it takes away from my original rhythmic idea as long as the correct word
accentuation or the natural flow of the line is not
changed. I find myself, when I am composing, putting down a meter and actually twisting and fighting
it to the point where I finally have to change the
meter. Also, in a large portion of my instrumental
and piano works, I keep a straight meter and syncopate against that set pattern.
(38)
WHITE: What amount of revision is normally involved in your writing process?
ALLEN: Usually I have what I think that I want
when the piece makes it to the choir or other performers, and I don't change anything after that
time. There are times when I will come back, usually several months or even years later, and do some
editing on some of the pieces. Normally this doesn't
happen as much in the choral works, which tend to be
a bit more set from the beginning, as it does in the
keyboard works. Here, I edit in order to make the
works more efficient for performance, such as changing a melisma for ease of playing. This is about
the extent of my revisionary process.
(39)
WHITE: Disregarding the performance itself, have
you ever been in a recital situation where you found
that a problem existed within the work which caused
the piece to not work well?
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ALLEN: Strangely enough, I usually feel that a
problem spot could work if it were performed correctly. That sounds a bit egotistical, and it has
nothing to do with the idea that I am actually that
sure of all of my choices; it is just my feeling
that if a particular section or item is awkward,
then hopefully there is some way to make it work.
(40)
WHITE: As a way to increase tuning accuracy in
twentieth-century choral music, many conductors
choose a tone quality which is less weighty and
limited in amount of vibrato. Do you think this
would be beneficial in the performance of your
choral works?
ALLEN: I don't think that it would be entirely
necessary, but I have been disappointed at times
with choirs who sang what I considered to be a bit
heavy, and as a result, were not too terribly accurate in tuning. I felt that a lighter sound would
have helped the audience as well as the choir to
hear the sounds. So to answer your question, I
would say that a mixture would be more appropriate
for the performance of my choral music.
(41)
WHITE: Would you like to write more ad
libitum
sections, such as in Peter Weeping, or do you think
that vocal and/or instrumental improvisation is a
lost art? Do you think that most performers would
know how to stylistically interpret ad libitum
sections?
ALLEN: I would think that a typical university
choir or even a typical solo performer would not
know how. There are those who know how to improvise
but they seem to be a very small, selective group of
individuals. Obviously, improvisation seems to be
more centered in the jazz area. Outside of that
there seem to be very few performers who are comfortable with the idea.
(42)
WHITE: Do you ever find yourself questioning
whether a piece or a particular section of your
music is too difficult?
ALLEN: I probably should but I don't. When I am
writing, I keep thinking that certain things are
easy, and in several cases, I find out that I was
wrong.
(43)
WHITE: Many composers notate exact instructions
on the score in order to assure a specific
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interpretation while others leave many aspects of
interpretation up to the performer and/or conductor.
Since a number of your scores lack specific tempo
and dynamic markings, do you wish to leave certain
interpretive aspects in the hands of the performer?
ALLEN: What I hope for is that the conductor, who
has decided to favor me by performing my music, is
one who has had enough education to make wise choices
on his own. I could never be like Stravinsky who
fought for the detailed score, and even got angry
with performers who did not correctly interpret the
exact details which he had written. Such strictness
bothers me because there seems to be, in my mind,
something very detrimental about not allowing the
performer or the conductor the right to put his or
her own self-expression into the work. This aspect
seems to be confined a great deal when a composer
provides exact mechanics. Of course you hope that
it is the right kind of conductor who is doing what
you want in the music.
(44)
Allen's Views on Personal
Philosophy
WHITE: Do you have a philosophy or rationale
about why you compose?
ALLEN: It really comes down to an inner compulsion which has always been there for me. Even when
I started piano lessons at age eight, I started to
compose. It always has seemed to be a part of what
I was doing. Fortunately, I had a piano teacher who
caught on to that and helped to build on my desire
by supplying me with texts to write songs to. So
really I have never stopped unless I have had to.
The compulsion has always been there, and still is.
When I don't get a chance to compose for a while and
then return, things seem very fresh and ideas come
very quickly.
(45)
WHITE:

Can you expound on this inner compulsion?

ALLEN: I definitely do have an inner need for
self-expression. I really enjoy having the opportunity to express myself, not only in my music, but
also in things like the poetry I write. I find
myself waking up in the middle of the night and
jotting down some poetic line that I have thought
up. In some ways my poetry is probably more extreme
in nature than my music because I am completely free
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since I do not have any training or discipline in
that area. I just write what I want. So the compulsion, I believe, is not necessarily to compose
but is a desire to express myself. The desire was
there at an early age, probably because it was something that I was good at doing. I was not good at
sports or a great social person but I did have a
great desire to do well at something. Composition
was the thing that I felt most at ease with and
something I could actually do well.
(46)
WHITE: What suggestions would you give a student
wanting to become a composer?
ALLEN: I would probably ask right away what the
student wants from it. If he or she is seeking to
compose for the entertainment industry and he or she
is a clever business person, then it is probably
okay for them. On the other hand, if a person wants
to compose the way in which I compose, which is more
a matter of personal expression with little worry
about how others might respond to it, then I would
have to ask what the student plans to do for a living. I say this because if you are not also going
to teach or do something involved with education,
then what are you going to do in order to make
money? Reality is that there is no great incentive,
monetarily or otherwise, for students wanting to
pursue composition as their sole occupation. If you
do have a name, such as Daniel Pinkham, John Rutter,
and others, then things will go well for you and
your works will be published very easily. I am not
being bitter; it is just that if you are serious
about being a composer you have to understand that,
for the majority of people, it will not be a means
of a living within itself.
(47)
WHITE: Have there been times when you were not
really inspired to compose but, because of necessity, did anyway?
ALLEN: I think that all composers have those days
when they would rather not write but, because of a
pressing performance schedule or deadline, had to
anyway. In most cases I find that if I start out
not wanting to compose, I do not remain that way for
long. This is because once I get into what I am
doing, I regain my enthusiasm.
(48)
WHITE: Does a composer always have to be inspired
to write well?
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ALLEN: I don't feel that lacking inspiration has
ever affected the quality of my work because I don't
stay that way for any length of time. It does help
to be inspired when composing, but many times, my
inspiration comes during the process of composition.(49)
WHITE: Does teaching in a religious school affect
the type of compositions you write? If so, how?
ALLEN: In my first years at Houghton I was, at
times, bitter because I felt that being at a
Christian college caused my writing to be more tame
than what it was before I came; however, I don't
think that's the story now. When I first came here
I was pretty young and actually was experimenting
with many things. Now, I appreciate the kind of
"world" view of life that I have as a Christian and
think that I do honestly reflect my thinking in the
music I write, even if it is not understood by all
the people here at Houghton. They respect me enough
to know that I am not a crazy person and if I write
something that they do not understand, they still
accept it. So I feel that I am not, nor is my writing, being held down or manipulated in any way.
(50)
Chapter Summary
Dr. Allen suggests in his discussion of prevalent
twentieth-century styles that his choral compositional
methods are most closely associated with that of neoclassicism and neoromanticism.
states:

In response #5 (p. 21), Allen

". . .my music is governed by romantic and

classical tendencies."

He also suggests (#13, p. 24) that

. . . I am certainly not part of any of the avant
garde movements in music. . . . the attitude [of my
music] is very much ingrained in the traditions of
the past.
While showing great admiration for composers who have
ventured into more experimental methods, Allen feels that
his early love and fondness for composers such as Bach,
Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann, Liszt, and Ravel, have had a
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profound effect on his own style of writing.

The majority

of Allen's works are firmly planted in neoclassicism/
neoromanticism (see pp. 161-162 for definition of terms) and
he has incorporated such inventive compositional techniques
as indeterminacy and bitonality in a limited number of
compositions.

In response #9 (p. 23), he states:

"I feel

that my style is very eclectic in nature. . . . I like to
pick up new ideas or styles of writing from all different
types of music."
Allen describes his compositional style as restrained
and nostalgic (#36, p. 32). He suggests in responses #14
(p. 25) and #18 (p. 26), that his approach to composition is
intuitive, but at the same time, controlled by intellectual
parameters bred from his musical education and growth.

In

response #16 (p. 26), he states:
I enjoy taking a free, rhapsodic approach towards
most of my music. . . . In my mind, this style of
composition is similar to many of the Bach organ
works which sound very improvisatory in nature.
Allen's improvisational ability is highly important to his
compositional process, most specifically in the development
of motivic ideas (#21, p. 27). His choral works rarely
begin with any predetermined sketches or outlines, but grow
from small rhythmic and melodic germs which, in turn, are
developed and organized as the composition progresses (#34,
pp. 31-32).

Techniques employed in the majority of Allen's

choral music include unmetered, free-flowing rhythms, based
on natural accentuation of the text; thick tertian harmony.
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containing added seconds, fourths, ninths, elevenths, and
thirteenths, contrasted by sections of imitative counterpoint; and sectionalized forms closely aligned to existing
divisions of the text (#24-#28, pp. 28-30).
Allen intentionally omits specific notational items
(e.g., dynamic and tempo markings) in many of his choral
compositions, thus increasing the conductor's freedom in
performance interpretation.

In response #44 (p. 35), he

states:
. . . I could never be like Stravinsky who fought
for the detailed score. . . . Such strictness
bothers me because there seems to be, in my mind,
something very detrimental about not allowing the
performer or the conductor the right to put his or
her own self-expression into the work.
He maintains that the conductor must be able to interpret
the score based on his or her own feelings about the text,
rather than from the preconceived musical ideas of others.
In discussing his use of unmetered score (#37, pp. 32-33),
Allen states:

"The problem that exists with metrical

signatures is that they denote specific, set patterns of
accentuation which, in many cases, detract from natural word
accentuation."

He maintains that when metrical patterns are

eliminated, the conductor is better able to convey the
natural rhythm of the text.

To Allen, the limitations of

specific performance requirements, such as age, capability
of the ensemble, and specific performance site, are beneficial to his method of composing.
he states:

In response #20 (p. 27),

"I actually like the idea, . . . of having
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imposed restrictions, because it makes composing much
easier."
Allen suggests in responses #45 (p. 35) and #46 (pp.
35-36), that his philosophy concerning music and, more
specifically, musical composition stems from an inner
compulsion to be creative.

He states:

. . . the compulsion, I believe, is not necessarily
to compose but is a desire to express myself. The
desire was there at an early age, probably because
it was something that I was good at doing.
Allen's creative efforts encompass both music and poetry.
He suggests that composition, both musical and literary,
directly motivates and inspires him.

In discussing the

importance of personal inspiration (#48 and #49, pp. 36 and
37), Allen states:
. . . I find that if I start out not wanting to compose, I do not remain that way for long. This is
because once I get into what I am doing, I regain my
enthusiasm. . . . my inspiration comes during the
process of composition.

CHAPTER IV
ANNOTATED LISTING OF THE CHORAL WORKS
The purpose of this annotated list of William Allen's
choral compositions is to present a stylistic overview of
each of the works and to acquaint the choral conductor with
all of Allen's choral music.

The choral works in this

chapter will be organized according to the following three
classifications:

Madrigals, Sacred-Accompanied Works, and

Sacred-A cappella

Works.

Works listed in each of the three

categories will be arranged alphabetically by title.

The

information for each choral work will include (1) voicing—
classifications are based on the composer's original markings.

Divided voicings have been placed in parentheses by

the author; (2) language of the text; (3) incorporated solos
and/or ensembles—the use of soloist or ensemble is, in some
y

cases, not mandated but suggested; (4) voice ranges (see
Figure 1 for the specified range system); (5) difficulty
level (i.e., easy, moderately easy, medium, moderately
difficult, and difficult)—since the majority of Allen's
choral works were composed for a college ensemble, the
difficulty level assigned to each composition is based on
the performance ability of the average college and/or
university chorus.

Designated levels are based solely on

this author's opinion and do not reflect the composer's
views of these works; (6) approximate length; and (7) a
short annotation discussing stylistic aspects of the work.
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Figure 1:
System

Voice Range

Each annotation will deal not only with a work's overall style but will include information relating to prevalent
compositional devices.

The reader may find it difficult to

gain a clear understanding of the composer's use of such
devices without having the score in hand.

It is also not

practical to include full scores for all works due to their
excessive length.

However, it is the purpose of this chap-

ter to give the reader a cursory understanding of the
prominent techniques utilized by Allen.

A more detailed

analysis of Allen's use of specific compositional techniques
will be discussed in Chapter V.
Madrigals
Ah, This Parting

Will

Slay Me

Voicing - SAATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, e'-f^; Alto I, c^-e^; Alto II, a-c^;
Tenor, g-g'; Bass, G-c*
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 2:15
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This five-voice madrigal, composed on a text from Luigi
Cassola (translated by Gustave Reese), is written in the
style of the late sixteenth-century Italian madrigal.

Allen

incorporates a sensitive blend of major and minor modes
(both modal and tonal) to enhance the text's gradual changes
in mood.

The work is highly imitative throughout and em-

ploys a conjunct, linear writing style in all five voice
parts.

Key centers shift frequently in the composition,

creating an interesting and challenging harmonic design.
Specific chord qualities are not derived from any predetermined harmonic progression but result naturally from
overlapping imitative lines.

Individually, the vocal parts

are not rhythmically complicated, but, as a whole, the
constant use of five-voice imitation establishes a complex
rhythmic texture.
How Sweetly

Ringing

Voicing - SAATTB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, f*-fjt^; Alto I, d^-d^; Alto II, g-c^;
Tenor I, g-a^; Tenor II, c-fJJ^; Bass, G-a
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 1:30
How Sweetly

Ringing

is a lively, highly imitative

madrigal, written in a sixteenth-century English style.

The

work is rhythmic and dance-like, depicting the general mood
of Allen's original text.

One of the more interesting

aspects of this work is the composer's use of text painting
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(see Figure 2, pp. 45-46).

In the given example, Allen

aurally reinforces the final word of the phrase (i.e.,
ringing) by employing consecutive, ascending perfect fourths
throughout all six voice parts.

This melodic sequence,

beginning in the soprano voice at measure 3 and progressing
down to the bass part in measure 6, creates the effect of
"ringing" bells.

The vocal parts are scalar in nature, with

existing leaps normally restricted to thirds, fourths, and
fifths.

Well-established tonal centers are employed for the

majority of the work.

Key centers shift frequently through-

out the work, making performance somewhat demanding but also
exciting.

The individual voice parts are rhythmically sim-

ple, but the work's overall design is highly animated.

The

madrigal is divided sectionally (ABCDA') , with strong
cadences and metrical shifts establishing divisions.
If Being Near the

Fire

Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, d^-f^; Alto, a-c^; Tenor, d-e^;
Bass, A-cjl^
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 1:55

If Being Near the Fire differs from the majority of
Allen's madrigals by employing extensive chromaticism and
frequently shifting modal and tonal centers.
taken from The Sonnets

of Michelangelo

The text is

(translated by J.A.

Symonds, 1950) and is both reflective and somber in mood.
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The work is divided into an "A" and "B" section, with a
small bridge passage, followed by a restatement (which is
not exact) of both A and B.

Section A, which is written

homophonically, contains the majority of the chromaticism
Conversely, section B utilizes four-part imitative counterpoint and juxtaposes major and minor tonalities.

A

prominent feature of this madrigal is its imaginative
harmonic design.

Prevalent harmonic techniques include
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chromaticism; quick shifting key centers which are, in many
cases, not well defined; chordal dissonance; and freely
conceived harmonic progression.

Numerous metrical changes

are used throughout the work to strengthen natural syllabic
accentuation of the text and to enliven the rhythm.
In the

Merry

Month of May

Voicing - SAB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, d^-e^; Alto, a-d^; Bass, c-fjt^
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 1:35
In the Merry Month of May is modeled after the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth-century English Jballett.
The madrigal is light and delicate in style, and does contain the traditional fa, la, la refrain.

This stylistic

setting appropriately matches the text's lighthearted and
carefree description of nature in springtime.

Well-

established tonal centers, strengthened by the abundant use
of primary chords, are used through the majority of the
composition.

Modality is also employed in the composition.

Normally, modes result from adding a single accidental to
the existing tonal scale (e.g., adding a lowered seventh
scale step to a major scale, creating the Mixolydian mode).
Three-voice imitative counterpoint is used throughout the
work, but subsequent vocal entrances are usually limited to
fifths and octaves.

The vocal parts are scalar in nature

with existing leaps restricted to thirds, fourths, and
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fifths.

The cheerful textual mood is complemented by the

lively, dance-like rhythmic design.

One key rhythmic fea-

ture is the recurring pattern of two eighth notes and two
quarter notes (3/4 meter).

A light choral texture is pro-

duced by combining the higher ranged bass part with the
moderately low women's voices.
Three

1.

Madrigals

"Wandring in This Place"
Voicing - SATB
Language - English and Latin
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, bb-f^; Alto, bb-bb^; Tenor, eb-eb*;
Bass, ci-d*
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 3:40

2.

"Whither Runeth My Sweetheart"
Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, e^-e^; Alto, a-d^; Tenor, d-f^'
Bass, G-d^
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 3:25

3.

"Sweet was the Song"
Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - Soprano (optional)
Ranges - Soprano, eb*-eb^; Alto, bb-bb\' Tenor, f-f\*
Bass, A-a; Soprano Solo, eb^-fb^
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 3:55
The madrigal collection. Three

Madrigals,

includes two

settings incorporating contemporary compositional techniques
("Wandring In This Place" and "Sweet was the Song") and a

•"HKGSSSSSSSm!!
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third, contrasting setting which stylistically imitates the
early seventeenth-century English madrigal ("Whither Runeth
My Sweetheart").

Texts for all three works are anonymous

Elizabethan poems.
"Wandring in This Place" utilizes a somber, introspective text that mixes both English and Latin languages.

The

poetry, which has been reproduced exactly, was originally
found in a collection of sixteenth-century Lute Ayres.

The

madrigal's energetic and challenging rhythmic design is
based on a combination of extensive syncopation and slow,
sustained tempo.

A rather strict homophonic writing style

is used for the majority of the work.

There are passages of

imitative counterpoint; however, they are uncomplicated and
short-lived.

An inventive harmonic structure is also estab-

lished by frequently shifting tonal and modal centers using
imaginative chordal progressions, and numerous modulations
to remote key centers (e.g., Dorian on G to Aeolian on Bb
and bb minor to b minor).
"Whither Runeth My Sweetheart" directly contrasts the
other settings in this collection by employing a light,
amorous text and extensive contrapuntal imitation.

Two-part,

paired imitation is utilized throughout all contrapuntal
sections.

Allen maintains freshness and variety in these

sections by rearranging the imitative groupings (i.e., S/AT/B, S/T-A/B, and S/B-A/T).

Considerable repetition is used

in the madrigal; consequently, the amount of time needed to
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learn the work is reduced.
and mildly chromatic.

The work is predominantly tonal

In many cases, chromatic alterations

are used to alter the existing modal color (i.e., major to
minor or minor to major).

Shifting sections of duple and

triple meter, along with passages of displaced accentuation,
gives the work a dance-like quality which is enjoyable to
both the listener and performer.
"Sweet was the Song" is a flowing, expressive description of the Virgin Mary's lullaby to the Christ child.

The

work includes a highly rhythmic soprano part (optional solo)
which presents the majority of the text.

The lower three

voices are set homophonically and supply a choral accompaniment for the soprano solo.

In several sections, the lower

voices chant the word "lullaby," against the soprano text
(see Figure 3, p. 51). The soloistic soprano passages are
contrasted by sections of four-part block chordal writing.
These sections incorporate a great deal of syncopation to
enhance the "rocking" motion conveyed in the text.

The

extensive use of seventh and ninth chords, as well as the
constant interplay between modality and tonality, creates a
warm, rich harmonic texture.

The madrigal is not overly

demanding for the chorus but does require a good soprano
section or soloist.
When I Think How I
Voicing - SAB
Language - English
Solos - None

Languish
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Ranges - Soprano, d^-e^; Alto, g-a'; Bass, G-c'
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 1:15
When I Think How I Languish

is another of Allen's mad-

rigals which imitates the late sixteenth-century English
style.

The text includes four short phrases which deal with

the pain and sorrow of a rejected lover.

Minor modality and

tonality are used for the majority of the work.

Allen

accentuates subtle changes in textual mood by linking major
tonal centers to less despondent passages of text.

Linear,

imitative writing is the fundamental method of construction;
however, the sustained use of chromaticism, rapidly shifting
chord qualities, and extensive use of chordal dissonance
draws attention to the inventive harmonic design.

Compressed

imitative entrances and an extreme independence of line make
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the work rhythmically challenging as well as exciting.

This

brief madrigal is through-composed, consisting of single
statements and subsequent imitation of the existing phrases
of text.
When I was a Merry

Stripling

Voicing - two-voice treble
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Part I, d*-d^- Part II, c'-d^
Difficulty Level - Moderately easy
Approximate Length - 1:40
When I was a Merry Stripling,

one of Allen's earliest

choral works, was a theory project designed to imitate the
canzonet style of Thomas Morley.

The two-part texture is

highly imitative (almost to the point of canonic); however,
the counterpoint remains uncomplicated.

Both voice parts

contain very narrow ranges and are mainly comprised of conjunct, diatonic scale material.

Harmonic features of the

work include well-established tonal centers, a preponderance
of I, IV, and V chords, and a limited number of modulations.
A fluid, uncomplicated rhythmic motion is maintained
throughout the madrigal.

Shifting meters are employed to

accommodate natural syllabic accentuation.

Each of the

three existing phrases of text receives a new point of
imitation, creating a through-composed design.

The fourth,

and final phrase of the work is an exact inversion of the
third.
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Sacred-Accompanied Works

Christmas
1.

Motets

"O How Great the Mystery"
Voicing - TTBB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Tenor I, e-ab\' Tenor II, e-g*; Bass I, A-d\'
Bass II, A-c*
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 3:10
Accompaniment - 3 Tpts. in Bb, 3 Hrns. in F, 3 Trbs.,
1 Tuba

2.

"Whom Did You See"
Voicing - TTBB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Tenor I, f-a'; Tenor II, f-g\- Bass I, c-eb*;
Bass II, F-eb'
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 2:00
Accompaniment - Same as above

3.

"Beholding the Star"
Voicing - TTBB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Tenor I, cjl-gjJ'; Tenor II, c<^-g^*;
Bass I, G'df;
Bass II, FJt-djI*
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 2:20
Accompaniment - Same as above

4.

"Born Today is Christ"
Voicing - TTBB (limited divisi)
Solos - None
Ranges - Tenor I, d-bb^* Tenor II, d-a\* Bass I, A-eb';
Bass II, G-d'
Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 5:00
Accompaniment - Same as above
Allen's four movement motet for four-part men's chorus

includes translated texts from the following Latin motets:
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"O Magnum Mysterium," "Quem Vidistis Pastores," "Videntis
Stellam," and "Hodie Christus Natus Est."

A fairly strict

homophonic writing style is used throughout all four movements in both the vocal and brass parts.

The resulting

style is reminiscent of the motets of Giovanni Gabrieli.

In

utilizing a block chord approach, Allen emphasizes harmonic
color and equality of parts; consequently, a distinct melody
is almost imperceptible.

A "concerted" approach is used in

all of the works to contrast the opposing brass and vocal
timbres.

Specific groups being contrasted include brass,

unaccompanied voices, and brass combined with voices.
Shifting meters, extensive syncopation, and punctuated brass
accompaniment parts are all used to produce an exciting,
driving rhythmic design.

The motets do contain a number of

inventive harmonic features including free shifting tonal
and modal key centers, chromatically altered chord structures, added harmonic colorations (e.g., fourths, sevenths,
ninths, and elevenths), and extended vocal and instrumental
pedal points.
J Will

Extol

Thee

Voicing - SATB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, bb-f^; Alto, bb- eb^; Tenor, Bb-f';
Bass, Bb-eb'
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 4:30
Accompaniment - Organ
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J Will

Extol

Thee is a highly rhythmic setting of Psalm

145:1,2,3,8 and 9 (King James Version).

The vocal parts are

homophonic and range from unison passages to full, six-part
chords.

These parts are mostly conjunct; however, many of

the unison/octave passages are extremely disjunct.

The

organ accompaniment supports the voice parts harmonically
but remains rhythmically independent.

At times, the organ

and voices are contrasted in a "concertato" fashion.

An

unmetered score (barred for the performer's reference) is
used to enhance natural syllabic accentuation of the text.
Combining this unmetered format with the existing fast tempo
makes the work's rhythmic design both challenging and stimulating.

Some modality is employed, but the majority of the

work utilizes clearly defined major and minor tonal centers.
Added sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths are used
extensively in both voice and accompaniment to create a
lush, full chordal texture.

The composition is divided into

five large sections, each with connecting organ interludes.
Of these five sections, only one is derived from previously
stated material (i.e., a partial repeat of section "A").
Peter

Weeping

Voicing - Unison
Language - English
Solos - Medium Voice
Ranges - Choir and Solo, d'-c^
Difficulty Level - Moderately Easy
Approximate Length - 6:30
Accompaniment - Piano
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Peter

Weeping

is unique among Allen's choral works

because of its reserved compositional style and limited
number of parts.

Forces for the work include a single vocal

line and simple piano accompaniment.

Soloist and unison

chorus are never used simultaneously, but alternate in the
fashion of a verse anthem.

The source of the text is the

biblical account of Peter's betrayal of Christ.

One

interesting aspect of the work is the repetitive, drone-like
quality of the vocal line.

This type of vocal writing is

used by the composer to enhance the agitated nature of the
text.

Syncopation within the vocal part is contrasted by an

emphatic 4/4 metrical pattern in the accompaniment.

Repeti-

tive sixteenth note figuration, bass ostinato patterns, and
extended bass pedal points are employed throughout the piano
accompaniment (see Figure 4, p. 57). The work includes two
large formal sections, the first modal (Aeolian on E) and
the second tonal (E major), and an ending codetta.

Harmonic

interest is maintained in the accompaniment through the use
of added fourths and sevenths, chromatically altered chord
qualities, and numerous non-harmonic tones.
Psalm

19

Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, db'-fjl^; Alto, a-d^; Tenor, c-fji';
Bass, G-d'
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 5:20
Accompaniment - Organ
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Allen's setting of Psalm 19:1-4 (KJV) is lively and
energetic in mood.

The work's extremely quick tempo,

continuous shifting metrical design, and driving organ
accompaniment establish a vigorous rhythmic motion. The
work also encompasses a wide variety of textures and writing
styles including disjunct, rhythmic unison and/or unison/
octaves; linear two and four-voice homophony; and two,
three, and four-voice imitative counterpoint.

In many
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cases, the organ accompaniment is used to double the
existing voices, but it also serves as an independent part.
Tonal harmony is used throughout the work; however, individual key centers are usually short-lived and contain free
harmonic motion.

Added sevenths, ninths, and elevenths, and

numerous organ pedal points are used throughout the work to
thicken the chordal texture.
Psalm

23

Voicing - SATB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - quartet, or reduced voices
Ranges - Soprano, bb-g^; Alto, a-c^; Tenor, c-g';
Bass, Gb-c*
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 4:30
Accompaniment - Organ
Psalm 23 employs strict homophony throughout the work.
As in a number of his compositions, Allen contrasts specific
vocal and instrumental combinations in a "concertato" fashion.

Groupings used in this work include (1) full chorus

and solo quartet, both accompanied; (2) unaccompanied chorus
and solo organ; and (3) unaccompanied solo quartet and organ.

A fluid rhythmic motion is established in the work by

a combination of moderate tempo, sustained legato phrasing,
and free alternation between 3/2 and 6/4.

Tonal and modal

centers shift frequently, but the abundant use of primary
chords helps to solidify the keys.

The persistent use of

block chordal writing draws attention to the work's harmony
and promotes equality of voice parts.

Thick, lush chordal
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structures result from the niimerous addition of sevenths,
ninths, and elevenths.

The work is divided into six formal

sections which correlate with the existing verses of text.
A return of the original "A" section at the end of the work
is the only reference made to previously stated material.
Sing

to the Great

Jehovah's

Praise

Voicing - SAB (four-voice divisi, one measure)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, bb-g^; Alto, bb-c^; Bass, Bb-c*
Difficulty Level - Moderately Easy
Approximate Length - 3:00
Accompaniment - Piano
Sing

to the Great

Jehovah's

Praise

is Allen's only

choral work to employ a theme and variation form.

The work

utilizes an eight-measure subject which is highly repetitive
and limited in range (see Figure 5, p. 60). It is also
extremely disjunct, but the majority of the leaps outline a
Bb major triad.

The text, drawn from the writings of

Charles Wesley, is comprised of four verses and a "Hallelujah" refrain.

Variation techniques include (1) rearrange-

ment of voicings, (2) alternating vocal passages, (3)
changes in the piano accompaniment, and (4) contrapuntal
manipulation (e.g., two and three-voice canonic treatment
and obligate passages derived from augmentation of the
subject).

The accompaniment is used to support the existing

voice parts, supply additional chord color (i.e., sevenths.
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ninths, and elevenths), and, as previously mentioned, contribute to the variation process.
Why Should

Cross

and Trial

Grieve

Me

Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, f'-f^; Alto g-c^; Tenor, f-eb';
Bass, G-c*
Difficulty Level - Moderately Easy
Approximate Length - 3:40
Accompaniment - Organ
The compositional style of Why Should
Grieve

Cross

and

Trial

Me closely resembles that of the eighteenth-century

chorale variation.

The work does not employ any specific

thematic variation but, instead, alternates the use of two
diverse choral textures above a strict repetitive organ
accompaniment.

The two choral textures include unison

passages for solo section and four-part block homophony.
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The text is both highly expressive and reverent in mood.
Dynamic ranges are limited, normally mezzo piano or below.
The two existing choral textures also provide contrast by
their distinct rhythmic designs.

Unison choral passages are

marked by a consistent use of syncopation.

Conversely, sec-

tions of homophony employ simple rhythms which strengthen
the existing triple meter.

Conjunct writing, well-defined

tonal centers, and conventional chord progressions (i.e.,
that of the eighteenth century) are used throughout the
work.

The composition is divided into four major sections

with a codetta derived from the introductory organ material.
Sacred-A cappella
Amazing

Works

Grace

Voicing - SATB (divisi in final measure)
Language - English
Solos - High Voice
Ranges - Soprano, eb*-eb^; Alto, c'-ab'; Tenor, f-eb*;
Bass, Ab-ab, Solo, eb'-eb^
Difficulty Level - Medium
Approximate Length - 2:10
Allen's arrangement of Amazing Grace utilizes the first
three verses of the original early American hymn tune.

The

work is similar to a hymn setting in its strophic design and
block chordal writing style but unique in its harmonic and
rhythmic approach.

Prevalent harmonic features include

thick, tertian chord structures containing numerous added
sevenths and ninths, and unrestrained harmonic progressions.
Shifting meters are incorporated into the work to enhance
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natural syllabic accentuation of the text.

All four voice

parts are conjunct in nature; consequently, a smooth, linear
chordal movement is sustained.

Allen avoids monotony

between the three existing strophes by using a soloist and
choral accompaniment (i.e., GO'S instead of text) in the
second section.

The work closes with a two-fold, modal

"Amen."
By the Rivers

of

Babylon

Voicing - SATB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, b-g^; Alto, a-bb'; Tenor, c-f^\*
Bass, F-c'
Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 5:55
By the Rivers

of Babylon

is an austere, expressive

setting of Psalm 137:1-6 (KJV).

Allen's typical harmonic

and rhythmic style is used in the composition, i.e., continuous shifting meters, extensive syncopation, and abruptly
shifting tonal and modal centers.

Harmonic, rhythmic, and

melodic features all serve to enhance textual mood.

Sec-

tions of homophony and imitative counterpoint alternate
freely throughout the work.

Specific changes in texture

usually mark an existing division within the psalm text.
The composition employs a rondo design consisting of nine
sections (ABA1CA2DA3EA4). The return of the "A" material is
modified considerably before each restatement.

Some of the

more predominant modification procedures are the following:
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presenting fragmented passages from the initial section,
reharmonization, and altering the original arrangement of
voice parts.
Festival

Te Deum

Voicing - SATB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, c*-g^; Alto, g-d^; Tenor, c-a';
Bass, DJt-d'
Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 7:30
Allen's setting of the Festival
rhythmic, homophonic composition.

Te Deum is a highly
The score is unmetered

throughout, but contains barlines for reference.

The work

uses both syncopation and displaced accentuation.

Synco-

pation is used to add rhythmic interest as well as draw
attention to important words of the text.

Basic harmonic

features include free chordal progression, frequently shifting modal and tonal centers, thick tertian harmony (i.e.,
added fourths, sevenths, ninths, and elevenths), and chromaticism.

Allen also employs a limited amount of bitonality

in order to heighten the contrast between specific voice
parts (see Figure 6, p. 64). Imitative counterpoint is
employed, but it is normally restricted to imitation at the
octave.

The assorted grouping of vocal parts is of particu-

lar interest in this work.

Examples include SSAATTBB chorus,

solo SSA women combined with SATB chorus, unison and/or
unison/octave passages, and various two-part settings.
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J Will

Give

Thanks

Voicing - SATB (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, e*-a^; Alto, d^-c^; Tenor, e-g*;
Bass, G-c*
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 1:40
J Fi^ill Give Thanks is a bright, rhythmic setting of the
first two verses of Psalm 9 (KJV).

The composition is

divided into three sections (ABA):

verse one is used for

the initial "A" section, and verse two for section "B." A
modified return of the "A" material is used as a conclusion.
Both sections also employ opposing vocal textures, i.e.,
strict three-part homophony, combined with a fourth,
rhythmically independent tenor part in section "A,"
four-part imitative counterpoint in section "B."

and

Constant

shifting meters and extensive syncopation are used to promote natural syllabic stress and emphasize important words
of the text, respectively.

The work also incorporates an

imaginative and challenging harmonic design.

There is

predominance of disjunct writing in all four vocal parts,
drawing attention to the vertical aspects of the composition.
In Rama
Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, eb'-f^; Alto, g-d^; Tenor, c-e\'
Bass, F-e'
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Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 4:20
In Rama is an expressive setting of Jeremiah 31:15
(KJV).
Thus saith the Lord; A voice was heard in
Ramah, lamentation, and bitter weeping; Rahel weeping for her children refused to be comforted for her
children, because they were not.
Harsh dissonances, extensive chromaticism, tone clusters,
and juxtaposed scale material are specific techniques used
to enhance the dark, mournful mood of the text.

Modal and

tonal centers shift freely throughout the work and contain
imaginative chordal progressions.

There is also a limited

use of primary chords within these key centers.

Basic

harmonic features include added sevenths, ninths, and
elevenths; extended pedal points; and passages of open
fifths.

Allen provides significant contrast and variety in

the work by alternating sections of strict homophony with
those of imitative counterpoint (normally two-part imitation) . One of the most notable aspects of this work is its
vigorous rhythmic design.

The basic rhythmic structure

includes numerous mixed meters and extensive syncopation,
both of which are tied directly to textual accent and enhancement.

Formal sectional divisions within the work are

all derived from existing textual divisions.

A modified

recurrence of the initial "A" material interrupts each new
section, creating a five-part rondo design (ABA1CA2).
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Israel

is an Empty Vine

Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, eb*-g^; Alto, g-c^; Tenor, eb-gS*
Bass, F-c*
Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 3:35
Rosea 10:1-2, 12 (KJV) is Allen's choice of text for
Jsrael is

an Empty Vine.

The work is divided into eight

sections (A1BA2CA3DA4E), seven of which are based on the
first two verses of text.

These seven sections employ harsh

chordal dissonance, chromaticism, frequently shifting modal
and tonal centers, and freely conceived chord progressions.
Allen also includes the use of synthetic scale material in
the opening passage of the A sections (see Figure 7, p. 68).
A release of tension is presented in the final section of
the work.

This change of character directly coincides with

a positive shift in textual mood in verse 12.
Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in
mercy; break up your fallow ground: for it is time
to seek the Lord, till he come and rain righteousness upon you.
Here, Allen uses a strong tonal fabric (major mode), more
consonant chord qualities, and clear harmonic progressions.
Rhythms within the work are both intricate and stimulating.
Fundamental rhythmic components include constantly shifting
metrical patterns (score is unmetered but barred), syncopation, and elongated passages of displaced accentuation.

As
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in the majority of Allen's works, there is use of both
imitative counterpoint and strict, block chordal homophony.
Jerejniah;

A

Prophecy

Voicing - SATB (divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, d^-a^- Alto, a-c^- Tenor, d-g^Bass, F-d' (optional D)
Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 4:30
Jeremiah:

A Prophecy,

based on Jeremiah 23:5-6 (KJV),

is one of Allen's more imaginative choral works.

Unique

features in this composition include (1) spoken text with
measured rhythms and approximate pitch levels, (2) fragmented text (i.e., individual words or word groups) interspersed
throughout the voice parts, and (3) passages of indeterminacy (see Figure 8, p. 70). Incorporated harmonic features
include well-established tonal centers; thick, tertian chord
structures; bichordal designs; chromaticism; and unprepared
dissonances.

Unison and/or unison/octave passages, imita-

tive counterpoint, and sections of eight-part homophony are
distributed throughout the work to contrast the spoken
dialogue.

The work's rhythmic design includes the use of

shifting metrical patterns and extensive syncopation.
Make a Joyful

Noise

Voicing - SATB (divisi in final measure)
Language - English
Solos - None
o
,
Ranges - Soprano, g^-g^• Alto, g-d^- Tenor, c-g';
Bass, G-c^

/
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Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - :30
Make a Joyful
Psalm 66:1 (KJV).
brass fanfare.

Noise

is a short, energetic setting of

The style of the work is similar to a

An intense rhythmic drive, reinforced by the

use of constantly shifting metrical patterns and contrasting
rhythmic figuration (i.e., dotted rhythmic patterns versus
that of straight eighth notes), is maintained throughout the
work.

A majority of the composition utilizes quintal harmo-

nies and open-position chords.

Allen also employs a limited

amount of tertian harmony to contrast the open quintal textures.

Strict four-part homophony, imitative counterpoint,

and three-part homophony set against a fourth, rhythmically

/
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opposing part alternate freely throughout the work.

All of

the work's key centers revolve around C and G; however,
there are numerous modal and tonal colorations applied to
both.

Two noteworthy compositional techniques in this work

include juxtaposed scale material (C and G) and bi-chordal
harmony.
The New

Year

Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, g*-e^, Alto, c^-cjt^; Tenor, e-e*;
Bass, A-cji^
Difficulty Level - Moderately Easy
Approximate Length - 2:10
The New Year,

based on a text by Charles Wesley,

closely resembles the style of an eighteenth-century chorale.

A large majority of the composition employs strict

block chordal homophony; however, occasional rhythmic
independence within the vocal parts does exist.

The work's

rhythmic design includes a widespread use of repetitive
trochaic figuration and a well-established triple meter.
The vocal parts are all scalar in nature and, in many cases,
written in strict parallel fashion.

Harmonic character-

istics include tonal key centers, limited modulations, and
tertian chordal structures containing an occasional added
seventh or ninth.

One of the more obvious similarities

between this work and the chorale is its simple, strophic

/
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formal structure.

Text within the two existing strophes is

set to a three-part "ABA" design.
Our

Father

Voicing - SSA
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano I, eb^-g^; Soprano II, c^-f^;
Alto, g-bb*
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 2:20
Allen's three-part women's setting of the Lord's Prayer
(Matthew 6:9-13, KJV) includes both homophonic and contrapuntal writing.

A constant 4/4 meter is used throughout the

work; however, Allen reduces the sensation of metrical
regularity by employing extensive syncopation and a rubato
tempo.

Syncopation within the work often results from the

application of agogic accentuation (i.e., adding note length
to important words of the text).

The composition also

incorporates warm, lush chordal structures and free,
unrestrained harmonic progressions.

Three-voice imitative

counterpoint is prevalent throughout the work.

Allen is

able to maintain interest within the contrapuntal sections
by constantly altering the imitative pitch level and varying
the distance between entrances.

The work is sectionally

designed and contains only one short recurring musical
passage.

The closing section of the composition includes

diminishing, sequential statements of the initial "A"
material, followed by a two-fold "Amen."
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Praise

God the

Trinity

Voicing - SSATB/SSATB Double Chorus (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano I and II, ab-a^; Alto, f-c^• Tenor,
db-a\- Bass, E-e* (Range for both choruses)
Difficulty Level - Moderately difficult
Approximate Length - 1:25
Praise

God the Trinity,

tor

five-part double chorus, is

a fast, highly rhythmic setting of Allen's original text.

A

strict block chordal writing style and shifting metrical
design are employed throughout the composition.

Text and

music are, at times, repeated exactly in both choruses.
Other sections contain two distinct choral parts and fragmented passages of text.

Vocal parts are added and/or

deleted quite frequently in the work.

Combinations of parts

range from unison passages to six-part double chorus settings.
The composition is divided into three formal sections (A1BA2),
the last being an exact musical inversion of the first.

In

the inverted return of "A," Allen superimposes texts from
the two previous sections.

The work's coda section includes

the use of a metrically written rallentando (i.e., shifting
from quarter note to a half note values) to gradually slow
the work (see Figure 9, p. 74).
Psalm

150

Voicing - SATB/SATB Double Chorus (limited divisi)
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, bb-bb^; Alto, bb-r; Tenor, d-g\Bass, D-f^ (Range for both choruses)
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Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 2:50
Allen's double chorus setting of Psalm 150 employs a
rhythmically intricate, homophonic writing style for the
majority of the work.

Other vocal textures (i.e., unison/

octaves and single melodic lines set against a punctuated
choral accompaniment) are included in the work, but they are
short-lived.

The work is completely unmetered but does

contain barlines for the performer's reference.

The most

prominent rhythmic feature in the composition is the liberal
use of syncopation.

/

Syncopated passages exist not only for
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rhythmic interest, but to draw attention to important words
of the text.

Allen establishes additional percussiveness in

the work by including hand clapping and antique cymbals.

The

Resurrection

Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - Octet (SATB)
Ranges - Soprano, c*-g^- Alto, ab-db^- Tenor, c-fJ»SBass, FJI-d^
Difficulty Level - Moderately Difficult
Approximate Length - 7:50
The Resurrection,

based on Matthew 28:1-8 (KJV), pri-

marily focuses on the alternation of octet (SSAATTBB) and
full chorus.

The vocal parts are extremely rhythmic and,

for the most part, homophonic.

Shifting meters and syn-

copation are used throughout the work to promote natural
syllabic accentuation and emphasize important words of the
text, respectively.

A limited use of imitation is employed

in the work to contrast the abundance of four-part block
chordal writing.

The composition utilizes both modal and

tonal key centers, juxtaposed major and minor chord qualities, chromatic alterations, and thick chordal textures
employing added sevenths, ninths, and elevenths.
seven sections are included in the work.

A total of

Two of the seven

are exact reproductions of previously stated material.

The

ending coda, also derived from preexisting music, restates
the jubilant textual phrase, "Hallelujah, Christ is risen."

t
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Unto Him That Loved Us
Voicing - SATB
Language - English
Solos - None
Ranges - Soprano, c}»^-g2; Alto, gll-c^; Tenor, e-fS*
Bass, FJJ-cjl^
Difficulty Level - Difficult
Approximate Length - 2:20
Unto Him That Loved Us is a intriguing, four-voice
setting of Revelation 1:5-6 (KJV).

The work consists of two

recurring formal sections, each containing one verse of
text.

Both sections are altered significantly before each

return.

Prominent stylistic features in this work include

free alternation of contrapuntal and homophonic writing,
constantly shifting metrical patterns, and a highly syncopated rhythmic design.

The use of extensive dissonance,

juxtaposed major and minor chords, and intricate modulatory
passages are characteristic harmonic features.

/

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF SELECTED CHORAL COMPOSITIONS
The majority of William Allen's choral music can be
divided into two distinct stylistic categories.

These cate-

gories have been labeled as tonal/homophonic and freely
tonal/multitextural.

Those works designated as tonal/

homophonic consist of clearly defined tonal or modal key
centers.

Within these key centers there is a prominent use

of tertian harmony incorporating numerous added sevenths,
ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths.

Another primary charac-

teristic of Allen's tonal/homophonic compositions is the
predilection for block-chordal homophony.
The second classification, freely tonal/multitextural,
includes the use of frequently shifting tonal and modal key
centers.

Numerous altered chords are employed in these

compositions; consequently, the harmony does not always
confirm a specific mode (i.e., major, minor, or modal).

In

addition, these works contain a more liberal use of chordal
dissonance and alternating textures, that is, counterpoint,
strict homophony, and homophony with an occasional rhythmic
independence (staggered homophony).
The two compositional styles are similar with regard to
basic rhythmic design and form.

Allen's choral works in-

clude mixed-metered and single-metered schemes.

Rhythmic

patterns within the work are normally based on (1) natural
syllabic accentuation of the text and (2) increased emphasis
77
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of significant words through added agogic accentuation,
syncopation, or prolonged displaced accentuation.

Regarding

form, Allen seems to prefer either sectional or throughcomposed formal designs.
One representative work from each style classification
will be examined in this chapter.
Extol

Thee

These works are J Will

(SATB, Organ, 1987), representing the tonal/

homophonic category, and Unto Him That Loved Us (SATB,
a cappella,
gory.

1960) from the freely tonal/multitextural cate-

Complete harmonic and formal analyses of these two

works can be found in Appendix C.

Reference to the full

scores, in conjunction with the specific chapter examples,
will facilitate the reader's grasp of the following discussion.

The analysis provided in this chapter represents

only one analytical interpretation of these works and is not
intended to be an exhaustive study of all theoretical
possibilities.
This chapter consists of four sections:

(1)

Back-

ground of Works—information relating to date of composition, voicings, accompaniment, and text for each of the two
selected works; (2) Analysis—(a) Textual Influences upon
Compositional Procedures and (b) A Comparative Study with
Regard to Harmony, Texture, Melody, Rhythm, and Formal
Design; (3) Nonconforming Works—compositions which fit
neither the tonal/homophonic nor the freely tonal/
multitextural category; and (4) Chapter Summary.
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Background of Works
I Will

I Will

Extol

Thee,

Extol

Thee

for SATB chorus and organ accompani-

ment, was composed in March of 1987. Allen classifies this
composition as four part; however, the piece employs divisi
voicing (i.e., three-part women and three-part men) in the
final section (Coda, m. 171, refer to Appendix C).

The text

is comprised of verses 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9 of Psalm 145.
Allen's source was the King James edition, but he has made a
number of minor textual alterations in order to enhance the
musical setting.

The following is a comparison of the

original. King James version of the Psalm (left) with that
found in the musical score (right):
KJV

/

Allen

1 I will extol thee,
my God, O king; and I
will bless thy name
for ever and ever.

1 I will extol thee,
my God and King, and
bless thee forever,
and bless thy name for
ever and ever.

2 Every day will I
bless thee; and I will
praise thy name for
ever and ever.

2 Ev'ry day will I
bless thee; and praise
thy name forever.

3 Great is the Lord,
and greatly to be
praised; and his
greatness is unsearchable.

3 Great is the Lord,
and greatly to be
praised, and his
greatness is unsearchable.

8 The Lord is gracious, and full of
compassion; slow to
anger, and of great
mercy.

8 The Lord is gracious and merciful,
slow to anger and
abounding in steadfast
love.
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KJV

Allen

9 The Lord is good
to all: and his tender mercies are over
all his works.

9 The
to all,
passion
that he

Lord is good
and his comis over all
has made.

Unto Him That Loved Us
Unto Him That Loved Us was composed between October 13
and December 8, 1960.
(SATB) a cappella

The work, written for four-part

chorus, was dedicated to Robert Shewan,

former Choral Director at Houghton College and current
Chairman of the Fine Arts Division at Roberts Wesleyan
College near Rochester, New York.

The text is drawn from

Revelation 1:5-6, specifically, the last sentence of verse 5
and the last phrase of verse 6.

Each of the two passages is

an exact transcription from the King James version of the
Bible.

The work's complete text is as follows:

[5] Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our
sins in his own blood. [6] To him be glory and
dominion for ever and ever. Amen.
Analysis
Textual Influences upon Compositional Procedures
A significant aspect of Allen's choral compositional
style is the relationship between text and musical setting.
This section will deal with compositional procedures employed in J Will

Extol

Thee and Unto Him That Loved Us and

with how these specific techniques are used to enhance the
meaning of the text.
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J Will

Extol

Thee

The five verses of text used in I Will

Extol

Thee

(Psalm 145:1, 2, 3, 8, and 9) are distributed among five
main vocal sections (see Table 1, page 82, for specific
arrangement of verses).

Section A begins with a presenta-

tion of verse 1 in its entirety (mm. 11-22).

This verse is

divided into three musical phrases, each four measures in
length.

Phrase divisions within Allen's setting of this

verse coincide with syntactical divisions in the text.

A

"concerto-like" approach is used by Allen to contrast the
three phrases of text.

Following a ten-measure introduction

for solo organ, phrase one (mm. 11-14:
my God and King") begins a cappella,

"I will extol thee,

an effect which draws

primary attention to the four-voice, block-chordal setting
of the vocal parts.

The rhythmic structure of the phrase,

like all phrases in the composition, is freely metrical in
which stressed syllables receive relatively longer rhythmic
value (agogic accent).

Placing additional note length on

important syllables within the phrase gives them priority
over shorter durations.

In the first phrase, the second

syllable of "extol" is lengthened as are the words "thee,"
"God," and "King."

The final word, "King," is the longest,

establishing it as the primary point of emphasis within the
phrase.
The second phrase (mm. 15-18:

"and bless thee for-

ever") contrasts the preceding passage by employing unison/
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Table 1:

J Will Extol Thee,
Biblical Verse.

Order of

Section

Verse Order

A
B
C
D
A'
Coda

1-2
3-2
8-9
1
1
last phrase
of 1

octaves and organ accompaniment.

Rather than abandoning all

connection with the opening phrase, Allen superimposes the
new unison vocal material over a restatement of the choral
parts of phrase one in the organ accompaniment.

This re-

statement does contain slight harmonic modifications, such
as the addition of a pedal-point on C and the replacement of
the ii chord with vi.

One possible reason for such alter-

ations would be to soften the resulting dissonance between
the juxtaposed organ and vocal parts.

It is interesting to

note that this phrase of text, which is a derivative of
phrase three, is not found in the King James version.

The

addition of this passage places emphasis on the textual
statement of "blessing" and "adoration."
Phrase three of verse 1 (mm. 19-22:

"and bless thy

name for ever and ever") marks a return to four-part, a
cappella

writing.

Although the text here is quite similar

to that of phrase two, Allen chooses to contrast the two
passages through specific harmonic, rhythmic, and textural
alterations.

Harmonic variety is effected in two ways:
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(1) by a shift of tonal centers (mm. 18 and 20) and (2) by
increased emphasis on secondary chords making the exact
tonal center of the phrase ambiguous (i.e., never firmly
setting into G or D) . The nebulousness of the harmony and
the suspension of clear cadences evokes a sense of timelessness, thus supporting the textual suggestion of an unending
"forever."
Metrical contrast is provided in this passage through
the regularity of the triple meter pattern over measures 1921.

In measures 19-20, Allen employs in the upper voices

stepwise motion in parallel thirds against repeated E's in
the bass part.

The consistent quarter-note figuration in

the women's voices is subsequently employed in all four
choral parts (m. 21). This specific rhythmic figuration
produces an intense forward motion which is not relaxed until the final measure of the phrase (the two half-notes in
m. 22) .
Allen employs a number of compositional techniques in
measures 15-22 which express the general mood of the text.
They include extensive repetition of text, the melisma (m.
17) and repeated A's (mm. 21-22) associated with the word
"ever," and the emphatic tutti

chords used to conclude the

passage (m. 22). All of these procedures possibly symbolize
that the name of the Lord is "forever" on the lips of the
speaker/singer.
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A modified restatement of both the headmotive (mm. 2324) and opening phrase of verse 1 (mm. 25-28) precedes the
arrival of the second verse.
serve a dual purpose:

This restatement seems to

(i) it confirms this phrase of text

as a principal passage of the composition and (2) it provides a bridge to the ensuing verse.

Allen progresses

through a number of tonal centers in this phrase, first A
major for the two-measure headmotive, then back to D major
in measures 24-26, and finally to the original key of C
major for the final two measures.

The mid-phrase return to

the opening music and key (verse 1, phrase one) in measure
27 is quite abrupt and unexpected.

The striking reappear-

ance of the initial musical material coincides with the
primary words of the phrase, "God and King."

The composer

maintains the initial pattern of textural contrast established in verse 1 by returning to unison/octaves with organ
accompaniment.
Allen's setting of verse 2 (mm. 29-41) includes two
phrases of text, each of which is repeated one time.
the first phrase (mm. 29-31:

For

"Ev'ry day will I bless thee")

the composer deviates from the original "concerted" approach
employed phrase by phrase in verse 1, choosing instead to
alternate the tutti
tions.

vocal homophony with organ interjec-

As in measures 15-18, Allen again bases the organ

accompaniment on the choral parts of the preceding phrase
(mm. 25-26).

/

Within this phrase the words "day," "bless,"
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and "thee," receive agogic stress, with "bless" receiving
the strongest accent.
measures 32-34.

The entire phrase is then repeated in

Only one harmonic alteration occurs in the

second statement:

the organ's bass note of E in measure 31

is replaced by B in measure 34. One possible reason for
this change is to establish a strong root relationship
(i.e., progressive fifths, E-B-Fj») with the forthcoming
tonal center of FJt.
The second phrase of verse 2 (mm. 35-37:

"and praise

thy name forever") is introduced in the new F^ center.

As

in verse 1, phrase three, the contrasting tonal center enhances the brightness of this particular verse.

The melodic

line in this passage is very triadic, including fourths and
fifths, which recalls the setting in measures 16-17.

Allen

emphasizes this segment of text by returning to accompanied
unison singing.

Repetition of this phrase in measures 38-41

includes changes in both melody and harmony.

Specific

melodic alterations are made to accommodate the repeated
fragment of text placed at the end of the phrase.

This

additional fragment, which is not found in the original King
James edition, seems to suggest further confirmation of the
textual reference to eternity.

Notable harmonic modifi-

cations, such as the inclusion of a number of secondary
dominants, provide contrast and variety to the previous
passage.

/

Also, they weaken cadential strength, thus
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delaying the listener's perception of finality and possibly
evoking in him a symbolic glimpse of eternity.
After a four-measure organ interlude (mm. 42-45),
section B~which sets verses 3 and 2, respectively—begins.
Allen's setting of verse 3 reflects that of the previous
section, in which two phrases of text are each repeated
once.

In the first phrase (mm. 46-52:

"Great is the Lord,

and greatly to be praised") the composer continues to use
unison/octaves in the voice parts.

This passage also

resembles measures 19-22 in its rhythmic structure.

Both

passages employ the same basic metrical pattern (recurring
3/4 meter changing to 4/4 at the end of the phrase) and
similar lower neighboring-tone figuration.

In the opening

passage of section B, Allen emphasizes the words "Lord" and
"praised" by incorporating added tonic (highness of pitch)
and agogic (length of note) accents on each of the two
corresponding pitches.

The highest and longest note within

the phrase coincides with the word "praised," making it the
principal point of emphasis.

The sung B and the abrupt

change of key in measure 51 are entirely unexpected; consequently, the listener is drawn to the particular word of
text.

It is also important to note that the word "praised"

is harmonized to a purely consonant B major triad.

An

increased use of sequential figuration is employed in the
vocal parts.

Such figuration is directly complemented by

contrasting sequential patterns in the organ accompaniment.
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In measures 54-60, the material from section B, phrase
one is then repeated one half-step higher.

This sequential

repetition, like most others in the composition, contains a
number of changes.

First, the melodic line, in measure 58,

departs from the original pattern by including the unexpected chromatic passing tone G|», a subsequent change in melodic
contour, and an elongated melisma on "praise" which lengthens the passage.

These changes intensify the driving,

forward motion within the phrase.

In addition, the composer

alters the original metrical pattern (repeated 3/4 shifting
to 4/4), no doubt to heighten the effect of the impending
change to 4/4 in measure 61 (verse 3, phrase two).
Finally, Allen completely reharmonizes the passage.
Specific changes in harmony include (1) the deletion of the
bass pedal, (2) the creation of a new sequential pattern in
the lower voice of the organ accompaniment which closely
resembles that in the voice parts (i.e., in some cases inverted) , and (3) the use of additional disjunct figuration
in the upper register of the organ.

Harmonic modifications

provide variety, transforming the phrase into a new, yet
dependent entity.

The evolution of the musical setting in

measures 54-60, as well as that in measures 64-66, seems to
symbolize the essence of the text—that the greatness of the
Lord is immeasurable and all-embracing.
The second phrase of verse 3 ("and his greatness is
unsearchable") first appears in measures 61-63.

/

Here, Allen
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constructs one of the most rhythmically charged passages of
the composition.

The phrase is organized bimetrically,

juxtaposing triple meter (for the most part) in the vocal
line against duple meter in the accompaniment.

This is

produced by the use of displaced stress in the vocal parts.
Beginning on beat two of measure 61, Allen shifts metrical
stress in the vocal line, establishing what is, in essence,
a 3/4-3/4-3/4-4/4 pattern.

This metrical structure is set

against a 4/4-4/4-3/2 meter in the accompaniment.

Re-

alignment of stress occurs on the final beat of measure 63.
Displaced accent is used not only to increase rhythmic
tension, but also to further emphasize important syllables
and words within the phrase ("greatness" and "unsearchable") .
Melodic sequence once again appears in both the vocal
and accompanimental parts.

In the unison vocal line, Allen

employs a descending three-note figure based on the intervalic pattern of down a fifth and up a fourth.

The specific

duration of this sequence coincides with existing points of
metrical stress in the vocal parts (see Figure 22, page 141,
for an outline of sequential pattern).

In the organ accom-

paniment, the disjunct, quarter-note figuration first heard
in measures 54-60 continues, though now expanded to fit the
new duple metrical scheme.

The tenor line of the accompa-

niment also continues to employ its own distinct sequence—a
descending, four-note pattern.

/

Maintaining the use of
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melodic sequence and of quarter-note figuration throughout
the accompaniment provides a link between the two phrases of
verse 3.

In measures 64-66, Allen follows the format estab-

lished in verse 3, phrase one, by repeating the passage one
half-step higher.
Verse 2 is restated in measures 67-86.

This verse fol-

lows the same format as verse 3—two repeated phrases of
text, the same design as appeared in the original setting of
verse 2 (mm. 29-41).

Plausible reasons for the return of

verse 2 are (1) to balance the overall size and verse
structure of section A and (2) to conclude section B in a
similar mood as A — a textual statement of praise and exaltation.

For this particular verse, Allen employs an ascending

melodic scale pattern which climaxes in measure 81, beat
one.

Phrase one (mm. 67-72) comprises both the initial

statement and repetition of the first phrase of verse 2,
each of which is set to an ascending three-measure fragment
beginning on the same pitch (C). Primary textual emphasis
within this phrase lies—as before—on the word "bless."
The repeated three-measure motive duplicates the rhythmic
structure of the preceding passage but now ascends a minor
third higher.

The accompaniment to this phrase is also

based on a repeated fragment set above a tonic pedal point
(Eb).

Modifications within the accompaniment occur only in

the final measure of the phrase (m. 72) and are limited to
slight alterations in rhythm and voicing.
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A new tonal center of G is employed for the second
phrase of verse 2 (mm. 73-86).

However, numerous altered

chords and the juxtaposition of C major scale material in
the vocal parts make the exact tonality of this phrase
extremely ambiguous.

Allen divides the vocal passage into

two fragments, the first ascending from F to C, the second
from A to D.

Dividing this phrase into smaller segments

provides a close balance in size with the motives in measures 67-72.

Another likely reason for this division is

that of voice range.

An unbroken ascent throughout the

entire phrase would produce an extremely high vocal
register.

By dividing the scale pattern, Allen is able to

overlap the ascending passages, providing a more suitable
range for all voice parts.

Once again, the concept of

eternal praise and adoration communicated in verse 2 is
conveyed in the musical setting, first, by extensive textual
repetition and, second, by eliminating strong harmonic
reference to a specific key center.
Repetition of the second phrase of verse 2 is found in
measures 77-86.

The vocal line begins as an exact restate-

ment of the initial phrase but is then modified and extended
(mm. 80-86).

The accompaniment to phrase two is, as in

measures 70-72, based on a slightly altered version of the
preceding passage.

New material is then utilized for the

remaining six measures.

The extension of this phrase, built

on the words "forever and ever," is used to release tension

/
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after the climactic point in measure 81. Release is provided
by a quick descent of the melodic line along with a firm
harmonic resolution to F major (m. 85). Harmonic intensity
is provided in the same manner as other sections of the composition:

an increased use of chordal dissonance, extensive

modulatory activity, and an avoidance of primary chords
within the existing tonal center.
The interlude in measures 87-93 utilizes a one-measure
motive extracted from the soprano part in measure 108. This
specific fragment can be heard as a contour inversion of the
vocal line in measure 84. The motive is first stated on the
tonic level (F) in measures 87-89, then on the dominant
level (C) in measures 90-91, and finally to the subdominant
level (Bb) in measure 93.

This introductory motive under-

goes slight modifications before each restatement.
Section C includes the two remaining verses of text
(verses 8 and 9) . In contrast to A and B, Allen limits the
use of text repetition to a single phrase (verse 9, phrase
one in mm. 111-115).

One reason for reducing repetition is

to balance the length of the two previous choral sections.
In each phrase of verse 8, Allen continues to employ unison/
octave choral parts and organ accompaniment.

With the

exception of measure 102, these phrases also preserve the
recurrent triple meter first heard in section B.
The first phrase of verse 8 (mm. 94-98:

"The Lord is

gracious and merciful") is set primarily in D minor.
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Diatonic harmony (melodic minor) and traditional chord
progressions are used throughout the passage.

The stable

diatonic structure of this phrase serves as a point of harmonic relaxation which coincides with the existing change in
textual mood.

Primary emphasis within verse 8 is now placed

on the graciousness, mercy, and steadfast love of the Lord.
The vocal line includes a short melismatic setting of the
word "merciful."

Retrospectively, extending this phrase

provides a balance with the following six-measure statement
of phrase two.

Two independent ascending passages, each

separated by one beat, are employed in the accompaniment.
Juxtaposition of these parts produces a sustained rhythmic
drive leading to the final measure of the phrase (m. 98) .
The arrival of verse 8, phrase two (mm. 99-104:

"slow

to anger and abounding in steadfast love") is marked by a
change of mode.

Shifting to the parallel key of D major

enhances contrast between the two phrases of verse 8.

In

measure 101, Allen modulates back to F major, the initial
key of section C.

The return to F completes a harmonic

"arch" pattern (F-d-D-F) used in conjunction with phrase
one.

Disjunct writing in the vocal line of this passage

contrasts the preceding phrase.

Here, Allen employs the

same sequence (i.e., down a fifth and up a fourth) used in
verse 3, phrase two (mm. 61-66).

This particular sequential

pattern provides an expressive setting of the text.

First,

the words "slow to anger" are associated with the consistent
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melodic and rhythmic pattern of the descending vocal line.
The sequence is then broken at the word "abounding."

At

this point, Allen conveys through the music a sense of
abundance or plentifulness by reducing rhythmic values to
successive quarter-notes and inserting a 4/4 measure into
the general triple meter format.
Further contrast to phrase one is provided in the organ
accompaniment.

In the second phrase (mm. 99-104), Allen

employs a block-chordal texture above a pedal point on A.

A

comparison of the accompaniment in phrases one and two
discloses three primary distinctions:

(1) the ascending

pattern in phrase one is countered by a descending pattern
in phrase two; (2) repeated, chain retardations in the first
phrase are replaced by chain suspensions in second; and (3)
rhythmic independence between the chorus and accompaniment
parts in phrase one is replaced by similar rhythmic patterns
in the chorus and accompaniment in phrase two.
Verse 9 begins with a four-part, a cappella

setting of

"The Lord is good to all" (mm. 105-110) . This change in
texture marks a return to the "concerted" approach initiated
in the opening section of the composition (mm. 11-41) . In
addition, it contrasts the unison/octaves found in the
preceding phrases.

Harmonic tension within this passage

produces a forward thrust leading to the final word of the
phrase ("all" in m. 109). Tension is primarily established
through the deliberate evasion of the authentic cadence

/
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until measure 109.

The rhythmic setting of this phrase also

provides a progressive increase in intensity, first, by the
diminution of note values (i.e., changing from dotted
half-note to quarter-note figuration) and, second, by
substituting strict, block-chordal homophony with contrasting imitative pairs ("good to all").

Allen attaches a

one-measure extension to the end of this phrase, prolonging
the final cadential pattern.

This extension is the result

of overlapping imitation in the male voices; the upper two
voice parts in measures 108-109 are repeated in the lower
voices in measures 109-110.
Measures 111-115 contain a modified sequence of the
material from the preceding phrase.

In measures 111-113,

Allen adds a bass pedal accompaniment.

The beginning of the

organ part in measure 109 connects the sequence with the
previous phrase.

This bass line employs a descending,

three-note motive based on the soprano part in measure 108—
the same motive used for the interlude in measures 87-93.
Full organ accompaniment returns in measure 114. Here, the
organ part doubles the voices, thus emphasizing the final
statement of "good to all."

In measures 115-116, Allen uses

a sequence of the material in measure 114 as a bridge to
verse 9, phrase two.
The two upper voices in measures 111-115 begin in the
same manner as the original statement.

In measure 113, beat

three, the alto line breaks from the sequential pattern by

/
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switching to the rhythmic and textual configuration of the
two lower voices.

The alto in measures 114-115 doubles the

bass part at the octave.

Combining the alto and men's

voices draws more attention to the contrasting material in
the lower parts.
The lower two voices do not employ the same material as
the preceding phrase.

Instead, they use contrasting

quarter-note figuration originating from the vocal line in
measures 46-50 (i.e, a three-note motive based on a recurring lower neighbor-tone pattern).

This new material seems

to serve as a continuation of the final measures of the
previous phrase.

First, the same division between the male

and female voice parts is maintained.

Second, there is a

continued use of c[uarter-note figuration.
The final phrase of verse 9 (mm. 117-122:

"and his

compassion is over all that he has made") includes both a
change of texture and meter.

In phrase two, Allen once

again employs unison/octaves with accompaniment.

This same

textural design (four-voice writing superseded by unison/
octaves) is found in the opening section (A) of the work.
Triple meter, used in the majority of the preceding two
phrases, is replaced in this passage with a recurring duple
pattern (4/4).

Switching to 4/4 increases contrast between

the two passages and, at the same time, supports natural
syllabic accentuation of the text.
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Harmonization of this passage centers around two keys,
C major and F major.

Modulating to F (m. 119) provides a

smooth transition to the ensuing organ interlude beginning
in measure 121 (overlapping entrance).

in the accompani-

ment, Allen employs block-chords above a sustained pedal
point on C.

An additional melodic figure, placed in the

upper organ part, reinforces the rhythmic structure of the
vocal part.

This melodic pattern moves, for the most part,

in thirds above the vocal line.
There follows an eight-measure interlude (mm. 121-128).
In this passage, Allen utilizes a modified statement of the
motive in measures 42-45.

This motive employs the same

basic rhythm and melodic contour as the original, but it
differs intervalically.

Also incorporated into this passage

is the three-note figure from measure 108.

In this in-

stance, the figure is used to conclude the motive (mm. 123
and 126). Two statements of the motive are employed in this
section (mm. 121-123 and 124-126), the second being a third
higher than the original.

The final two measures of this

interlude (mm. 127-128) contain an extended cadential
passage leading to the next section.
Section D includes only the first verse of the Psalm
text.

This passage is striking in that an entirely new

vocal melody is used for the restatement of verse 1.

In-

deed, it directly precedes the actual recapitulation of the
"A" material.

In several respects, this section serves as a
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large transition to the recapitulation.

First, restating

the initial verse of text reminds the listener of the opening A section.

Second, the well-defined F major tonal

center, along with the extended pedal point on F, can be
viewed as subdominant preparation to the return of C major.
This is significant when one considers that the ensuing
interlude in measures 144-153 (the original organ introduction) furnishes dominant preparation to section A'.
Section D begins with a statement of the first two
phrases of verse 1 (mm. 129-135).

In measures 130 and 132,

Allen again integrates the three-note figure from measure
108, thereby associating it with several other phrases.
Unison/octave vocal writing is maintained throughout this
section.

Continued employment of the unison/octave texture

magnifies the return of four-part writing in section A'.
The repeat of measures 129-135 is followed by a sixmeasure extension (mm. 138-143).

Allen approaches this

passage through a modified second ending in measures 13 6137.

Here, the accompaniment employs a similar pattern as

that in the opening phrase of section C (mm. 94-98) . In
this extension, Allen utilizes a repeated, two-measure
motive based on the text "bless forever."

The material for

this motive includes a four-note, quartal melodic pattern
placed above a block-chordal accompaniment.

This particular

pattern, initially employed in section A, measures 16 and
36-37, seems highly symbolic of trumpet calls on judgment
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day.

This two-measure fragment is repeated exactly in

measures 140-141.

Then, in the third and final repetition

(mm. 142-143), Allen modifies the pattern to accommodate the
entrance of the organ interlude.

Lengthening many rhythmic

values in this passage is also related to word-painting of
the text ("forever").

Specific modifications include the

deletion of the I chord on the third beat of measure 143.
Omitting the tonic triad postpones the cadential resolution
until the downbeat of measure 144.

In addition, the final

pitch in the vocal line is sustained across several measures, resulting in overlapping sections.
seems to serve two functions:

This extension

(1) it provides harmonic

preparation for the approaching organ interlude beginning in
measure 144 and (2) it heightens tension within the phrase
(i.e., through sheer repetition), subsequently increasing
the listener's anticipation of new material.
The return of the "A" material commences with an exact
restatement of the organ introduction (mm. 144-153).

This

is immediately followed by a reiteration of the first
eighteen measures of section A (mm. 154-171).

The reca-

pitulation of A is abandoned after the statement of the
first verse of text.

At this point, Allen begins an

extended, thirty-eight measure Coda (mm. 172-209).
Text for the Coda includes the final phrase of verse 1
("and bless thy name forever") and a closing "Amen."

A new

motive is introduced in the opening three measures of the
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Coda.

Immediate attention is drawn to this passage by the

sudden shift in vocal texture (from unison/octave to sixpart homophony).

This expansion of vocal forces provides

increased harmonic and textural support for the final statement of the text.

Primary metrical stress within the motive

is placed on the word "bless."

Further emphasis is provided

by the major chord quality used in conjunction with this
word (III in the key of C major) . Altering the mode of the
opening two chords brightens the initial segment of the
phrase.

Additional attention is drawn to this fragment by

omitting the accompaniment.
The opening motive of the Coda is repeated twice (mm.
175-180).

To increase tension within the repetitive pas-

sages, Allen revoices the accompaniment, each time placing
it in a higher register.

The initial motivic pattern is

broken in the closing measure of the third statement (m.
180).

Here, Allen suspends the final word of the phrase,

"forever," above an A major scale pattern in the pedal of
the accompaniment.

This passage also includes a repeated

statement of the four-measure pattern in measures 180-183.
Restating this phrase provides a proportional balance with
the opening eight measures of the Coda.

The shift to A

major in measure 180 is arrived at chromatically.

However,

a pivot relationship is also established in the pedal line
of the accompaniment (E becoming the dominant pedal in A
major).

This modulation serves as a point of variety within
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the long, C major Coda.

The abrupt shift of key also draws

immediate attention to the closing statements of the word
"forever."

A major harmony is used throughout measures 180-

187, thus associating utter consonance with this portion of
the text.
In measure 188, a hemiola cadential figure is used as a
transition to the final section of the Coda.

In this mea-

sure, Allen modulates back to C major as well as completes
the preceding passage of text.

This is immediately followed

by the third and final statement of the organ introduction
(mm. 189-199), providing a final touch of formal unity.
two-fold "Amen" is placed above this organ passage.

A

For the

first "Amen" (mm. 189-192), a full, five-voice vocal texture
is employed.

Then, in the second statement (mm. 195-205),

Allen switches to a unison/octave texture.

The final "Amen"

extends beyond the introductory organ material and into a
new accompanimental pattern (mm. 199-209) . This is important to note since the new organ passage includes a
progressive reduction of volume, rhythmic activity, and
tempo.

Consequently, the decrease in vocal texture, com-

bined with a lower pitch level, provides a similar reduction
in vocal sound.

In measures 205-209, the metrical shift

from 3/4 to 3/2 and the notated ritardando gradually slow
the tempo.

Along with an extended decrescendo, this

relieves tension in the final passage of the composition.
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Unto Him That Loved r/.g
Unto Him That Loved Us includes verses 5 and 6 of Revelation 1.

This a cappella

work is divided into two primary

sections, each containing a single verse of text.

Section

A, based on verse 5, is presented three times within the
composition.

All three A sections employ the same vocal

texture—staggered homophony progressing to strict four-part
homophony toward the end of the section.

The two B sections

(based on verse 6) included in the work contain diverse
textures, the first strict homophony and the second fourpart imitative counterpoint.

The overall form of the work

is A1A2B1A1'B2.
Section Al commences with a two-measure statement (mm.
1-2) of the first phrase of verse 5, "Unto him that loved
us."

In the opening measure, the soprano and bass are

paired against the alto and tenor.

The work commences with

the two outer parts, where octave doubling reinforces the
melodic line.

The alto and tenor voices enter on the second

beat of measure 1, completing the opening C major harmony.
Alternating pairs are used to emphasize the two primary
words within the phrase:

"him" and "loved."

alternates agogic stress between the pairs.

First, Allen
In measure 1,

additional length is placed on "him" in the outer voices
(beats one through three) and "loved" in the inner voices
(beats four through five).
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Second, dissonance between the two pairs coincides with
important words of the text.
1, beats three and four.

An example is found in measure

On the second half of beat three,

a double anticipation is employed in the alto and tenor
voices.

This initial dissonance is then extended into beat

four by the suspended C in the outer voices.

The location

of these nonharmonic tones corresponds with the word
"loved."
Allen repeats the same segment of text beginning in the
final beat of measure 1.

New vocal pairings (soprano/tenor

and alto/bass) provide contrast with the preceding statement.

Tension within the repeated motive is increased in

several ways.

First, the pitch level of the melody is

raised significantly.

Second, chordal dissonance consti-

tutes a larger part of the passage; the soprano and tenor
suspension on the first one and one-half beats of the
measure and the bass dissonance on beat three.
Also in contrast to the preceding measure is the change
to minor mode in the first two beats of this measure.

Here,

the original C major harmony is replaced with C minor.

The

fluctuation between major and minor mode throughout phrase
one is possibly symbolic of the vacillating human spirit,
continuously wavering between brightness and darkness.

It

is also important to note that in this phrase, a consonant,
major quality chord is always associated with the words
"loved us."
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The second phrase of Al (mm. 3-4) employs the same
passage of text, but it is now divided into three repetitive
fragments (m. 2, beat six through m. 3, beat four; m. 3,
beats five through seven; and m. 3, beat eight through m. 4,
beat four) . A stepwise harmonic progression (vi-V*/V-I) is
used in conjunction with the three segments of text; consequently, there is an increase in harmonic tension leading to
the final passage.

Chord changes within this phrase coin-

cide with the major point of textual stress ("him").

In

many cases, chordal dissonance is associated with the change
in harmony, thus increasing emphasis on that particular
word.

All four vocal parts converge in this passage,

producing a homophonic texture; however, paired rhythmic
patterns are, to some degree, maintained between the exterior and interior parts.

Consolidation of all four vocal

parts provides a united statement of this text, thereby
signifying a unification of what was once separate.

An

undivided third statement also seems to suggest a relationship to the trinity.
The concluding fragment of this phrase (m. 4) employs a
derivative of the rhythmic motive in measure 1, beats three
through six.

A new vocal texture appears in this passage;

the three lower voices are now set against the soprano
melody.

This final passage provides a release of tension

from the preceding measure while also establishing a link
with the opening phrase of section Al.

^m
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section Al, phrase three (mm. 5-8) includes the final
passage of verse 5 ("and washed us from our sins in his own
blood").

Allen begins this phrase with repeated statements

of the first three words of the text.

A recurring rhythmic

motive is used in conjunction with this textual fragment.
This motive consists of an opening eighth-note pattern followed by two, repeated quarter notes.

Emphasis is placed

within this passage on the word "washed."

This is primarily

achieved by (l) strong metrical placement within the measure
and (2) connection of this text to the melisma.

The melis-

matic figure tone-paints the word "washed" by associating
the washing away of the sins of the world with "flowing"
blood.

In addition, the up and down motion of the melisma

seems to suggest a scrubbing or washing motion.
Allen contrasts each of the three statements by reinstating the use of paired duets.

Here, he progresses from a

unified, four-part setting to separate vocal pairs.

It

should be noted that the melisma in measure 7 mirrors the
pattern of the preceding statement.

In this instance,

mirroring changes the direction of the vocal line (i.e.,
ascending to descending).

Downward motion is maintained

throughout the remainder of the passage, subsequently
producing an "arched" phrase structure.

Reversing the

direction of the vocal material relaxes tension after the
point of climax on the first beat of measure 7.
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Block-chordal homophony is employed for the remainder
of verse 5.

Changing to a homophonic texture establishes

contrast with each of the surrounding phrases.
punctuates the closing text of this verse.
center of F is encountered in this passage.

Also, it

A new tonal
As elsewhere in

the composition, a change of key center increases contrast
between specific fragments of text.

This new tonal center

also serves as a transition for the forthcoming modulation
to Cfi.

Minor chord qualities are used extensively in this

passage to enhance the dark textual mood (i.e., "sins" and
"blood").
A striking moment in the closing phrase of section Al
occurs in measure 8, beats four through eight.

Here, Allen

employs a sudden reduction in vocal texture (unison pitches
in beats four and five) and an extremely soft dynamic level.
These alterations intensify the solemn mood of the text ("in
his own blood").

Additional emphasis is placed on the word

"blood" through its association with the abrupt chromatic
shift to C|».
Phrase one of section A2 (mm. 9-10) begins in the same
manner as its counterpart in Al; however,^ a number of contrasting elements enter subsequently.

First, the motive in

this phrase is presented one half-step higher than the
original.

As in Al, Allen continues to vacillate between

major and minor mode; however, stronger connection with C^
minor is established in this section.

Second, different
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vocal pairings are used for the opening statement in measure
9 (soprano/tenor against alto/bass rather than soprano/bass
against alto/tenor).

Third, contrary motion between the

alto and bass replaces the consistently parallel motion
found in the previous section.

Dissonance is produced in

this phrase by repeated passing tones within the alto and
bass parts.

Fourth, section Al, phrase one, includes a

modified restatement of the first motive, whereas section A2
contains two similar settings.

These four alterations are

used primarily to establish contrast between the two A sections.

At the same time, Allen maintains unity in these

passages by preserving the original rhythmic and textural
format.

Diversity within this section seems especially

important when one considers that the third and final presentation of A (mm. 23-28) is quite similar to the initial
setting.
In measure 11, Allen moves directly to the final phrase
of verse 5; consequently, a great deal of repeated text is
eliminated.

Further consolidation of this section is also

established within the second phrase.

In this passage, the

repetitive, melismatic figure, used in association with the
word "washed," is truncated (a two-note, appoggiatura figure
in the soprano and tenor parts).

The remaining portion of

this phrase is quite similar to the corresponding statement
in measure 8.

Deleting a majority of repeated text provides
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a concise restatement of verse 5 which is closely aligned to
the original biblical setting.
Harmonic alterations within this phrase provide a
stronger cadential pattern (IV-I-V).
a

Reinforcement of the

tonality, along with the concluding half cadence, height-

ens anticipation of a tonic resolution in measure 12.
However, the cadential pattern resolves deceptively to an
enharmonic spelling of the minor vi chord (downbeat of
m. 12) . At this point, Allen surprises the listener with an
unexpected shift to Bb.

The sudden change of tonal center

and the evasion of the tonic cadence draws immediate attention to the new verse of text associated with section B. A
significant reduction in vocal texture occurs in the final
portion of this phrase.

This change of texture establishes

a well-defined separation between sections A2 and Bl.
Verse 6 of Revelation 1, ("to him be glory and dominion
forever and ever") is set in section Bl.

Each of the four

phrases within this section contains a complete statement of
the text.

In phrase one (mm. 12-13), Allen introduces a

rhythmic motive which will be used in both Bl and B2 (see
Figure 27, page 154 for the three forms of motive "B") . The
initial motivic pattern in measures 12-13 contains a repeated, dotted quarter-note figure followed by successive
quarter notes.

Switching to a stable, repetitive quarter-

note pattern conveys a sense of unyielding dominance which
is evoked in the text ("dominion forever").

In measure 12,
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Stressed syllables and/or words of text are assigned to the
dotted quarter note,

in measure 13, tonic accent (highness

of pitch) is used to enhance natural syllabic stress.
A modified statement of motive B is employed in the
second phrase of this section (mm. 14-16).

In this passage,

Allen raises the pitch level and also alters the rhythmic
structure of the motive.

Rhythmic modifications are pri-

marily achieved by mixing dotted-quarter and quarter-note
figuration.

A highly syncopated "Amen" is placed at the end

of phrase two, supplying an appropriate conclusion to the
vigorous rhythmic setting of this verse.

The two opening

phrases in Bl are repeated in measures 17-22.

Allen's

reason for repeating these phrases again possibly relates to
the concept of maintaining proportional balance between sections.
softer.

Dynamic levels in the second statement are generally
Reduced dynamics are perhaps used to establish a

muted, reponsorial effect in the repeated passage.
Chord qualities in section Bl seem to revolve around
magnification of specific words of text rather than any
given harmonic progression.

For example, phrase one opens

with repeated minor thirds (Bb-Db).

Then, in measure 13,

juxtaposed major and minor thirds are used to emphasize the
word "dominion."

A release of tension is associated with

the final phrase of this verse ("forever and ever").

At

this point, Allen includes a preponderance of major chords.
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thus associating a brighter harmonic quality with this
specific fragment of text.
Immediate contrast is established in the following
statement of this motive (mm. 14-15).

Here, the beginning

passage is based entirely on major chords.

In measure 15,

there is a significant reduction of dissonance.

First,

mixed thirds (maj./min.) are replaced by a softer minor
chord quality.
the passage.

Second, fewer altered chords are used within

These harmonic changes are used to relax

tension in the closing measures of this phrase.
The final return of the A material (Al') begins with
the pick-up to measure 23. This section is similar in many
respects to the initial A passage; however, a number of
modifications are employed.

Those in the phrase one (mm.

23-24) include (1) rearrangement of the vocal parts in the
opening motive (m. 23), (2) alteration of several chord
c[ualities, and (3) dynamics.

It is important to note that

the existing changes in harmony strongly reinforce the minor
mode, in contrast to the original emphasis toward the major
mode in section Al.

As previously mentioned, the contrast

between major and minor modes in the A sections is directly
related to the essence of the text—that the love and forgiveness of the Lord is with us through all phases of our
life.
The first measure of phrase two (m. 25) is also similar
to the corresponding passage in Al.

Here, changes in chord
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quality again reinforce c minor.

In measure 26, Allen

deviates from the initial A format by introducing a sequence
of the preceding measure.

This ascending sequential pattern

is juxtaposed against a repeated Ab pedal in the bass voice.
Allen continues this pattern into measure 27 where he moves
directly to the closing passage of text.

Extending the

pattern in measure 25 provides a prolonged increase in
tension, subsequently leading to the point of climax in
measure 27, beat four.

Further intensification of this

phrase results from the progressive growth of dynamic levels
used in association with this sequence.

Section Al' ends

with an abbreviated statement of the final phrase of verse
6.

This concluding fragment releases both harmonic and

dynamic tension.

As in other sections, the change of tonal

center in the final measure of this phrase provides a smooth
transition to the ensuing section.
Section B2 begins with a six-measure contrapuntal
passage based on the "B" motive (mm. 29-34) . Once again
Allen alters the existing dotted-quarter and quarter-note
pattern.

In this motive, repeated triads are presented in

succession—the first being minor in quality and the second
major.

The word "dominion" has superiority in the phrase by

its association with the consonant major triad.
Stretto entrances, presented at various pitch levels,
are used within the opening section of B2. Most of the
imitative passages are built around tonal answers rather
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than exact transpositions of the "dux."

Allen compresses

the imitative entrances as the section progresses, thus
providing a steady growth in vocal texture as well as in
tension and drama.

Increased overlapping of imitative lines

also results in escalating chordal dissonance.

A release of

tension is provided in measures 35-36. At this point, all
four voices unite in a powerful homophonic climax statement
of "glory and dominion forever."

Strong confirmation of A

major is associated with the unification of parts.
Allen begins a triumphant closing statement in measure
36, beat two.

In this passage, the final fragment of verse

6 ("forever and ever") is coupled with the melismatic pattern from measure 6.
paint the text.

Once again the melisma is used to

In this instance, the sense of eternity

evoked in the word "forever" is enhanced by the ascending,
sequential configuration of the melisma.

Repetition of this

passage of text symbolizes the infinite power and authority
of the Lord.

A return to the original tonal center of C

marks the beginning of the closing material.

With the

exception of the final cadence, the entire passage is firmly
planted in C major.

Returning to the initial tonal center

of the composition is also symbolic, relating to the biblical concept of Alpha and Omega.

The motive of this phrase

(m. 36, beat two through m. 37, beat five) is repeated three
times, higher each time for effect (relationship to the
trinity).

In the final statement, all four voice parts are
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combined in order to increase vocal power.

This four-part

statement leads directly to the climax in measure 40, beat
one.

Allen then concludes the work with a single "Amen."
A Comparative Study with Regard to
Harmony, Texture, Melody,
and Formal Design

Harmony
The most notable dissimilarity between Allen's tonal/
homophonic and freely tonal/multitextural compositions is in
J Will

harmonic structure.

Extol

Thee and Unto Him That

Loved Us illustrate the primary distinctions between each
style classification.

They include (1) a preference for

well-defined tonal key centers in J Will

Extol

Thee versus

frequently shifting modal and tonal centers in Unto Him That
Loved Us;

(2) the use of more conventional chordal pro-

gressions in J Will

Extol

Thee versus nontraditional

progressions in Unto Him That Loved Us; (3) the extensive
employment of added sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths in J Will

Extol

Thee; and (4) a more liberal use of

dissonance in Unto Him That Loved Us.

These specific man-

nerisms constitute the basic harmonic style of each work;
however, they are not solely restricted to either composition.
Preference for conventional harmony in J Will

Extol

Thee can be easily seen in the work's overall key scheme.
All twelve key centers within this composition are tonally
conceived and employ a limited number of altered chords.

•n
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Table 2 (p. 114) lists the various key centers and their
locations.

One example of the predominance of diatonic

harmony is demonstrated in the opening choral statement
(Figure 10, mm. 11-22, pp. 115-116).

In this excerpt the

key of C major is firmly established by the repetition of
tonic and dominant in measures 11-17.

Allen then modulates

by fifths to the key of G major in measure 18 and D major in
measure 20. All three key centers presented in this example
are entirely diatonic in nature.
The internal structure of key centers in Unto Him That
Loved Us differs from that of J Will

Extol

Thee.

five tonal centers is employed in the work.

A total of

One of the

five, F, is based on a single mode (major) . The remaining
centers employ a mixture of modality and tonality.

Modula-

tory activity in Unto Him That Loved Us is more frequent
than in J Will

Extol

Thee.

Consequently, the duration of

key centers within this work is normally shorter than those
in J Fi^ill Extol

Thee

(it should be noted that both works

have the same approximate tempo markings) . A comparison of
Table 3, p. 116, with Table 2, p. 114, will confirm this
fact.
The use of nontraditional harmonic progressions in Unto
Him That Loved

Us significantly reduces clarity of mode

(i.e., major, minor, or modal) in a number of key centers.
As stated above, four of the five key centers in this work
employ both modal and tonal harmony.

Frequent alteration of
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Table 2:

I Will Extol
Thee,
Key Centers and
Correlating Measure
Numbers.

Measure Number

Key

1-17
18-19
20-21
22-24
24-26

C
G
D
A
D

27-28
29-34
35-50
51-52
53

C
D

54-63
64
64-66
66-71
72-73

G
B
Bb
Eb
F

74-80
81-94
95-97
98-100
101-104

G
F
d
D
F

105-110
110-115
116-118
119-135
136-160

g
d
C
F
C

161-162
163-164
165-167
167-169
170-179

G
D
A
D
C

180-187
188-209

A
C

F|»
B'
E
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Continued.

Unto Him That
Loved
Us, Key Centers and
Correlating Measure
Numbers.

Measure Number

Key

1-7
7-8
8-11
12-13
13-14
15-17
17-18
18-19
20-22
22-27
27-36
36-40

C
F

ci
Bb
A
C1{
Bb
A

ca
C

A
C
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chord qualities within tonal centers results in a lack of
confirmation of mode.

The following chordal analysis,

containing the respective modal and tonal implications for
chords within all five key centers, will support this observation (Table 4, p. 118).
An illustration of both modulatory frequency and nontraditional harmonic progression may be seen in measures
12-15 (Figure 11, p. 119). The first three chords presented
in this example (m. 12, beat one through m. 13, beat three)
fluctuate between Bb major and minor.
followed by a modulation to A.

This is immediately

Here, chordal usage again

shifts freely between the major and minor mode.

Measure 15

then introduces the third modulation to Cjl. Chord qualities
within this section are drawn from the minor mode (harmonic
form).
The third harmonic characteristic, relating specifically to J Will

Extol

Thee,

is the prominence of added

sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths.
forty-six percent of all chords in J Will

Extol

Approximately
Thee contain

added sevenths, ninths, elevenths, or thirteenths.

This

compares to twenty-six percent in Unto Him That Loved Us.

A

breakdown of the specific number of chords containing additional thirds (i.e., beyond the root, third, and fifth) is
given in Table 5 (p. 120) . The plentiful use of added chord
color in both the organ and vocal parts produces moderately
thick, sonorous chordal textures.

i

Measures 67-69 illustrate
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Table 4:

Unto Him That Loved Us, Chordal Analysis.

Key Center

Modal/Tonal Implication

Number

Major
Minor
Secondary Dominants
Phrygian
Lowered Submediant

32
11
3
1
1

c
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8
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Table 5:

i will Extol Thee, Chordal
Usage of Sevenths, Ninths,
Elevenths, or Thirteenths.

Added Coloration

Number of Chords

Sevenths
Ninths
Elevenths
Thirteenths

67
21
10
3

Allen's fondness for stacked tertian harmony.

All thirteen

chords found in this example make use of added dissonance
(Figure 12, pp. 121-122).
The fourth point of distinction between the harmonic
design of J Will

Extol

Thee and Unto Him That Loved

relates to the use of dissonance.

Us

A comparison of these

works indicates a substantial increase in chordal dissonance
throughout Unto Him That Loved Us.

Examples of chordal dis-

sonance in Unto Him That Loved Us may be seen in Figures 13
(mm. 1-2, p. 123) and 14 (mm. 29-32, pp. 124-125).

In mea-

sure 1, beat four (Figure 13), suspended C's in the soprano
and bass are momentarily sustained against the interior
voice parts.

Suspended F's then occur in the soprano and

tenor voices in measure 2, beat one.

This is followed by a

suspension in the bass voice in measure 2, beat three.
Here, the bass part initially implies a 2-3 suspension, but
the forthcoming resolution is to the root of the dominant
chord (G on beat four) rather than the third.

In this

instance, deviating from the normal resolution eliminates
the third of triad, thus leaving the chord quality
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ambiguous.

In measure 31, beat four (Figure 14), dissonance

is established between the alto and tenor (G\ against Al|).
This specific intervalic dissonance is a result of incorporated stretto entrances and strict imitation.
of these examples to excerpts from I Will

Extol

A comparison
Thee (e.g.,

Figure 10, pp. 115-116) shows a significant increase in

chordal dissonance within Unto Him That Loved Us.

Dis-

sonance in Unto Him That Loved Us is not solely restricted
to linear conceived passages but is also found in a number
of homophonic sections.

This is seen in the juxtaposition
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of major and minor thirds in measure 13, beat one (Figure
11, p. 119).
A notable similarity between the harmonic design of
both works is their use of similar modulatory techniques.
Specific types of modulations employed in these works are
pivot chord, borrowed chord, chromatic, pivot tone, and
enharmonic.

Two interesting examples of modulation can be

seen in measures 8 and 36 of Unto Him That Loved Us (Figure
15, p. 127) . In each Allen utilizes a chromatic mediant
chordal relationship to modulate to the new key center.
First, in measure 8, Cl| of the mediant triad in F major
chromatically ascends to Ci of the subdominant triad in Ct
(iii7 to iv) . In the second example (m. 36), Gi of the
dominant triad in A chromatically descends to Gl| of the
tonic triad in C major (V7, which functions as III7 in C, to
I).
Summary of Harmonic Procedures
The contrasting harmonic styles of I Will

Extol

Thee

and Unto Him That Loved Us illustrate the clearest point of
distinction between Allen's two compositional approaches.
Basic harmonic techniques within the tonal/homophonic classification include preferential use of well-defined tonal
key centers, conventional chord progressions, and a thick
tertian chordal design incorporating numerous added sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths.

Conversely,

the freely tonal/multitextural works tend to include a
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mixture of both modal and tonal key centers, an increased
frequency of modulatory activity, nontraditional chord progressions, and a more liberal use of dissonance.
Texture
The second point of contrast between Allen's tonal/
homophonic and freely tonal/multitextural works is their

divergent use of texture. I Will Extol Thee and Unto Him
That Loved Us each employ three primary textures.

Only one,

strict four-part homophony, is used in both works (see
Figures 11 and 16, pp. 119 and 128). The remaining textures
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in I Will

Extol

Thee are four-part "staggered homophony"

containing limited rhythmic motion interspersed throughout
the voices (Figure 17, mm. 106-115, p. 130), two-part
unison/octaves*' (Figure 18, mm. 46-52, p. 131), and sixpart homophony (Coda, mm. 172-192).

Other textures in Unto

Him That Loved Us include alternating voice pairs (Figure
13, p. 123) and four-part imitative counterpoint (Figure 14,
pp. 124-125) . Detailed examination of all textures can be
found in the subsequent discussion of melody.
One important distinction between the textural designs
of these works is their varied usage of homophony and counterpoint.

In J Will

Extol

basically homophonic.

Thee all three vocal textures are

This compares to one homophonic and

two contrapuntal textures in Unto Him That Loved Us.

The

diverse use of homophony and counterpoint directly affects
the type of textural contrast presented in each work.
way in which contrast is established in I Will

Extol

One

Thee is

by a reduction and/or increase of voice parts, as in measures 11-22 (Figure 10, pp. 115-116).

In measure 15, Allen

shifts from four-part, block-chordal homophony to two-part
unison/octaves.

Four-part homophony returns in measure 18.

An outline of textural changes in J Will

Extol

Thee is given

in Table 6 (p. 132). It should be noted that all textural
alterations within this work occur at the beginning of new
»»Throughout this paper, "unison/octaves" refers to the
duplication of a melodic line simultaneously at the interval
of a perfect eighth.
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Table 6:

j will Extol
Changes.

Measure Number

Textural

Texture

^^"^4
^^"IS
^^"22
25-28
29"34
35-104
105-115
117-147
154-157
158-161
161-165
168-171
171-192
195-205
phrases.

Thee,

Four-Part Homophony
Unison/Octaves
Four-Part Homophony
Unison/Octaves
Four-Part Homophony
Unison/Octaves
Four-Part Homorhythmic
Unison/Octaves
Four-Part Homophony
Unison/Octaves
Four-Part Homophony
Unison/Octaves
Six-Part Homophony
Unison/Octaves

In many cases, shifting textures also coincide

with a change of key.
A second method of contrast in J Will

Extol

Thee is

provided by the addition and deletion of organ accompaniment.

This too is illustrated in measures 11-22 (Figure 10,

pp. 115-116).

In this example, the organ plays during the

intermediate unison/octave passage but is tacit in the surrounding four-voice sections.

The result is an augmentation

of the contrast between the two existing textures.

Further

illustration is provided in measures 106-115 (Figure 17,
p. 130). Here, the initial four-measure statement of "The
Lord is good to all" is presented unaccompanied.

The ensu-

ing sequence of this material (mm. 109-113) employs a single
bass pedal accompaniment.
measure 114.

Full organ is then reinstated in

In this example, changes in organ texture do

not coincide with phrase divisions in the voice parts.
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overlapping phrase structures seem to be used to amplify
contrast between the accompaniment and vocal parts.
In Unto Him That Loved Us, textural variety is established in a much different manner.

In this composition

contrast is produced primarily by sectional alternation of
counterpoint and homophony.

As stated above, two of the

three vocal textures within this work are contrapuntal
(alternating pairs of voices and four-part imitative counterpoint) . The remaining texture, block-chordal homophony,
occurs between each contrapuntal section.

Four-part writing

appears throughout most of the composition.
a prominent feature in I Will

Extol

Thee,

Part reduction,

is utilized only

in portions of the closing section (mm. 29-40).

It is also

important to note that four of the work's five total sections contain only one vocal texture, as opposed to the use
of multiple textures within sections of I Will

Extol

Thee.

The sole exception is found in section five where both
imitative counterpoint and block-chordal homophony are
employed.

All sectional divisions directly coincide with a

change of biblical verse.

For example, the shift from verse

five to six in measure 12 is marked by an exchange of alternating voice pairs for block-chordal homophony (compare
Figures 11 and 13, pp. 119 and 123). An outline of specific
sectional divisions, their correlating vocal texture, and
incorporated verse of text is given in Table 7 (p. 134).
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Table 7:

Unto Him That Loved Us, Sectional Divisions,
correlating Vocal Textures, and Incorporated
Verse of Text.

Measure Number
1-11
12-22
22-28
2^"36
36-40

Verse of T^VI-

Texture

5
6
5
6
6 (Frag.)

Alternating Pairs
Four-Part Homophony
Alternating Pairs
Imitative Counterpoint
Four-Part Homophony

Summary of Textural Procedures
The diverse use of texture presented in J Will

Extol

Thee and Unto Him That Loved Us demonstrates another clear
point of distinction between Allen's tonal/homophonic and
freely tonal/multitextural compositions.
nantly homophonic style of J Will

Extol

In the predomi-

Thee,

textural

variety is established solely by the addition and/or deletion of parts.

On the contrary, multitextural compositions,

such as Unto Him That Loved Us, establish variety through
the alternation of homophony, staggered-homophony, and
counterpoint.
Melody
Similar melodic designs occur in both J Will
and Unto Him That Loved Us.

Extol

A comparison of the melodic

procedures in these works shows that (1) definition of
melody is subservient to various changes of texture, (2)
conjunct writing is used in most voice and instrumental
parts, and (3) phrase lengths are predominantly asymmetrical.

mm'.

Thee
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In J Will

Extol

Thee,

clear identification of melody

varies in each of the three existing textures.

In sections

of strict, block-chordal homophony, a principal melody line
is less apparent because of the existing equality of parts
(see Figure 16, p. 128).
The second texture, four-part "staggered homophony,"
draws the listener to those vocal parts which employ distinct rhythmic patterns.

In measures 106-115 (Figure 19,

p. 136), the melody is first placed in the soprano and
tenor.

Primary focus is then shifted to the soprano in

measure 108 through an increase in rhythmic motion.

Melodic

interest changes again in measures 109-110 with the tenor
repetition of the soprano line from measures 108-109.
Material from measures 106-110 is then revoiced and sec[uenced one whole-step higher in measures 111-115. Here,
the initial emphasis on the soprano is somewhat abrogated
because of new rhythmic motion in the tenor and bass parts.
A clearly defined melody is most apparent in the third
and final texture, i.e., two-part unison/octaves (Figure 18,
p. 131). The reduction of voice parts greatly increases
melodic transparency.
Three distinct textures are also found in Unto Him That
Loved Us.

As mentioned above, two are contrapuntal and one

is homophonic.

The texture at the beginning of the composi-

tion is that of alternating voice pairs (Figure 13, p. 123).
Melodic focus within this texture is maintained primarily in
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the introductory pair of voices because of (l) the order of
presentation and (2) the employment of unison/octaves.

An

illustration of Allen's use of vocal pairs can be found in
measures 1-2.

Here, the phrase begins with unison/octaves

in the soprano and bass and continues with the alto and
tenor imitation.

On the final beat of measure 1 the pairs

are reorganized in order to heighten contrast between the
repetitive statements of text.

Soprano and tenor now pre-

sent the initial statement (unison/octaves) followed by the
alto and bass response.
The second texture utilized in the work is four-part,
block-chordal homophony.
Extol

Thee,

As in many sections of I Will

Allen places primary emphasis on harmony and

rhythm, subsec[uently minimizing melodic interest.

A distin-

guishable melodic line is again less transparent in sections
of strict homophony (Figure 11, p. 119) .
The third and final texture is four-part imitative
counterpoint.

Here, the listener's attention is drawn by

distinct melodic motives used imitatively throughout all
four voice parts (Figure 14, pp. 124-125).
One significant similarity between the melodic structure of both works is the prominence of conjunct writing in
all vocal and instrumental parts (i.e., organ accompaniment
in J Will

Extol

Thee) . In J Will

Extol

Thee approximately

sixty-eight percent of the melodic intervals are either
unisons or seconds; thirty percent are thirds, perfect

mf^mm
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fourths, perfect fifths, or perfect octaves; and the
remaining two percent are tritones, sixths, or sevenths.»'
This is approximated by seventy-two percent, twenty-four
percent, and four percent respectively in Unto Him That
Loved Us (Table 8). it is also important to note that only
three intervals in J will

Extol

Thee and one interval in

Unto Him That Loved Us extend beyond an octave in range.
The percentages mentioned above clearly attest to Allen's
partiality for smooth, conjunct writing regardless of the
prevailing vocal texture (see Figures 11, 13, 14, 16, 17,
and 18 for specific musical examples).
Table 8:

Intervalic Usage in I Will
Unto Him That Loved

Interval

J Will

Extol

Thee

Extol

Thee and

Us.
Unto Him That Loved

Unisons
M2/m2

68%

72%

M3/m3/P4
P5/P8

30%

24%

TT/M6/m6
M7/m7

2%

4%

In the organ accompaniment of J Will

Extol

Us

Thee,

conjunct writing also prevails. The work's introductory
material, which is also used as a bridge passage for the
return of section A (mm. 145-153) and for a portion of the
final closing section (mm. 189-198), illustrates this point
'''Only intervals in the vocal parts are included in the
given percentages. Unison and/or unison/octaves passages
were counted as a single interval.

^immimi^
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(Figure 20, mm. i-io, p. ^,o).

m

this example, conjunct

motion appears in all parts above an extended pedal point.
The initial head motive of the work, found in the soprano at
measure 11, is evoked in the upper line of the organ part
(Figure 21, p. 140) .
Although conjunct writing is the norm for both compositions, there are instances where Allen shifts to a more
disjunct, angular melodic style.
Extol

Disjunct writing in J Will

Thee exists only when there is a reduction of voice

parts to unison/octaves.

This particular association seems

to be the result of practical considerations, such as minimizing possible tuning problems, rather than any specific
relationship to the text.

One example of the link between

disjunct writing and the reduction of vocal parts can be
found in measures 61-66 (Figure 22, p. 141). In measures
61-63 a descending circle-of-fifths sequence in the vocal
parts is juxtaposed against a separate descending sequence
(one measure unit sequenced three times) in the treble voice
of the organ accompaniment.

The vocal line from measures

61-63 is then transposed up one half-step in measures 64-66.
Unto Him That Loved Us employs considerably less disjunct writing than J Will

Extol

Thee.

The two examples of

disjunct writing can be seen in Figures 11 and 14 (pp. 119
and 124-125).

In both instances, Allen departs from the

work's normal conjunct style and employs broken chordal
figures which outline the sounding harmony.
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Another similarity between the melodic design of J Will
Extol

Thee and Unto Him That Loved Us is that of asymmetri-

cal phrase lengths.

Meter signatures are not employed in

either composition; however, barlines are included to indicate major points of textural stress and aid in performer
reference.

Formation of phrases within these works seems to

evolve from (1) a syllabic setting of the text with added
note length placed on important words of the phrase (Figures
13 and 16, pp. 123 and 128), (2) a specific preconceived
rhythmic pattern (Figures 17 and 18, pp. 130 and 131), or
(3) a combination of both (Figure 22, p. 141).
In comparing phrase structures of both works, one finds
that Unto Him That Loved Us maintains, with the exception of
scant melismatic passages, a more straightforward syllabic
setting.

This results in a continuously shifting metrical

design (although both works contain no meter signature, the
use of barlines and the incorporated agogic accentuation
establish specific metrical patterns).

I Will

Extol

Thee

employs freer syllabic settings and, in many cases, repetitive rhythmic patterns and meters. A comparison of measures
29-32 of unto Him That Loved Us (Figure 14, pp. 124-125)
with measures 93-104 (Figure 23, pp. 143-144) will best
illustrate this point.

In the first example the strict syl-

labic setting and overlapping imitative lines produce the
following metrical scheme:

9/4-5/4-9/4-8/4.

The second

example, which is less syllabic in nature, employs a
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recurring 3/4 meter with only one metrical deviation (i.e.,
4/4 meter in m. 102).
Summary of Melodic Procedures
Three primary elements of melodic structure are found
in J Will

Extol

Thee and t7nto Him That Loved Us:

melodic

subservience to textural changes, emphasis upon conjunct
writing, and asymmetrical phrasing.

All of these elements

are central components in all of Allen's choral music.
Rhythm
All of Allen's choral compositions also contain the
same basic approach to rhythmic design.

One possible reason

for this similarity is the concentrated emphasis placed by
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the composer on natural textual accentuation.
the discussion of melody, j will

Extol

As stated in

Thee and Unto Him

That Loved

Us contain no meter signature but do employ

barlines.

Allen's purpose for including barlines is to (1)

mark natural accentuation points in the text and (2) serve
as reference aid for the performer.^o The use of barlines
establishes a specific meter in each measure; however, Allen
suggests that deleting the meter signature hopefully draws
attention to natural word accentuation.^^
A fundamental technique used in the establishment of
natural word stress is agogic accentuation.

By applying

agogic stress (added note length) Allen is able to express
the natural accentuation of the text (see mm. 29-31 of J
Will

Extol

Thee,

That Loved

Figure 16, p. 128 and mm. 1-2 of Unto Him

Us, Figure 13, p. 123). In the first example the

words "day," "bless," and "thee" are natural stress points
within the three-measure phrase.

They, in turn, are as-

signed additional note length (i.e., half-notes for the
words "day" and "thee" and a dotted half-note for the word
"bless").

The longest rhythmic value is assigned to the

word "bless," confirming it as the principal word in the
phrase.

The second example employs the same basic procedure

but in a slightly different manner.

In measures 1 and 2

agogic stress, added to the words "him" and "loved,"
2°Chapter III, response #37, pp. 32-33

^^Ibid.

•Bl
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alternates between the existing vocal pairings (soprano and
bass in beat one in m. l to the alto and tenor in beat four;
soprano and tenor in beat one of m. 2 to the alto and bass
in beat two, followed by a return to the soprano and tenor
in beat three).
Another way in which Allen emphasizes specific words of
the text is through syncopation and the prolonged displacement of accent.

Opposing the natural, inherent stress of

the downbeat not only creates rhythmic interest, but draws
the listener's attention to the text.

Examples of syncopa-

tion are demonstrated in measures 61-63 of J Will

Extol

Thee

(Figure 22, p. 141) and measure 16 of Unto Him That Loved Us
(Figure 24, mm. 16-17, p. 147). The three measure passage
from J Will

Extol

Thee contains a syncopated vocal line

against sustained quarter-note figuration in the organ; this
results in a bimetric configuration juxtaposing 3/4-3/4-3/44/4 in the voice (beginning in the second beat of m. 61) and
4/4-4/4-3/2 in the organ.

In measure 16 of Unto Him That

Loved Us, displaced accentuation is employed in the final
four and one-half beats of the bar.

Sustained syncopation,

as seen in this example, is used in conjunction with the
word "Amen."
Summary of Rhythmic Procedures
The combination of mixed meter, syncopation, and agogic
accentuation in I Will

Extol

Thee and Unto Him That Loved Us

forms the foundation of Allen's rhythmic style.

These
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Us, mm. 16-

17.
specific procedures underpin the composer's basic rhythmic
premise, i.e., that metrical control is based on the natural
accentuation of the text.^^ Although a number of Allen's
choral works have meter signatures, the application of
agogic stress, syncopation, and displaced accentuation
within the given measure results in the same general
rhythmic design.
Form
Similar formal designs are employed in Allen's two
compositional styles—such is the case for J F^iil Extol
and Unto Him That Loved Us.

Both works are divided into

22chapter III, response #24, p. 28.

Thee
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clearly defined sections which, in many cases, are based on
I Will

recurring musical material.
into seven distinct parts.

Extol

Thee is divided

This includes an introductory

organ passage, five main sections (ABCDA'), and a Coda.

The

five inner sections are each separated by organ interludes.
In the first three interludes Allen presents new material;
in the final interlude he restates the opening organ introduction.

This introductory material appears again in

measures 189-198 of the Coda.
I Will

Extol

The overall formal scheme of

Thee is given in Table 9.

Table 9:

J Will

Extol

Thee,

Formal

Design.
Measure Number
1-10
11-41
42-45
46-86
87-93
94-122
121-128
129-145
144-153
154-171
172-209

Section
Introduction
A
Interlude
B
Interlude
C
Interlude
D
Interlude
^ ° ^A'
^

The recurrence of preexistent musical material in I
Will

Extol

Thee is extremely limited.

The only example of

repetition in the work is found in section A' (mm. 154-171)
Here, Allen introduces an exact restatement of the first
eighteen measures of the initial A section (mm. 11-29).
This material is followed by the Coda beginning in measure
172.

It should be noted that exact repetition is rarely

mm
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used in Allen's choral music.

Such is the case in Unto Him

That Loved Us where all returning compositional material is
modified.

Specific techniques of variation within Unto Him

That Loved Us will be discussed later in this chapter.
In J Will

Extol

Thee all five verses of the psalm text

are presented in the first three choral sections (A, B, and
C) . Text for the three remaining sections (D, A', and Coda)
is derived solely from verse 1.

The employment of more than

one verse per section directly contrasts the single-verse
structure found in Unto Him That Loved Us.
of verses in J Will

Extol

The arrangement

Thee is given below (the reader

will recall that Allen uses only verses 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9).
Section

Verse Order

A
B
C
D
A'
Coda

1 - 2
3 - 2
8 - 9
1
1
last phrase
of 1

Unto Him That Loved Us includes a total of five sections (A1A2B1A1'B2) .

Each of the two primary sections, A

and B, contains a single verse of text (Revelation 1:5 for
section A and Revelation 1:6 for section B) . As mentioned
above, four of the work's five sections include one fundamental vocal texture.

The prominent texture in each of the

A sections is alternating paired duets.

This contrasts the

strict block-chordal homophony in Bl and the combination of
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imitative counterpoint and homophony in B2. The overall
formal design of this work is given in Table 10.
Table 10:

Unto Him That Loved

Us,

Formal

Design.
Measure Numbpr

Section

1- -8
9- -11

Al
A2
Bl
Al'
B2

12- -22
22- -28
29- -40

Subsequent statements of A and B include variations in
harmony and texture.

For example, the opening eight-measure

statement of Al (mm. 1-8) is based primarily in C with
strong implications towards major tonality.

A single modu-

lation to F major occurs at the end of this passage.

In

addition, numerous fragmented passages of text are used
within the section to increase its length.
Section A2 (mm. 9-11) , based on a variation of the
original A motive, is both revoiced and reharmonized.^

In

measure 9, the Soprano/Bass and Alto/Tenor duets from section Al, measure 1, are replaced by Soprano/Tenor and Alto/
Bass pairings.

The original arrangement of voice pairings

returns at the end of measure 9.

A new Ct tonal center is

employed in this section, providing a half-step chromatic
ascent from the previous C center (compare Figure 13, mm.

^k discussion of motivic variation in I Will Extol Thee
and unto Him That Loved Us is included in "Textual Influences upon Compositional Procedures," pp. 80-112.
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1-2, p. 123, with Figure 25, mm. 9-10, p. 152). In
addition, less text repetition reduces the length of this
section to three measures.
Section Al' (mm. 22-28) presents a return to the
opening tonal center (C) , but with a change of mode from
major to minor (compare Figure 13, mm. 1-2, p. 123, with
Figure 26, mm. 23-24, p. 153). Once again Allen alters the
existing vocal pairs, matching those found in section A2.
The length of this section (six measures) is closer to that
of Al.

In general, its compositional material strongly

resembles that of the opening section, with the exception of
chord qualities.

For example, measures 23 and 24 of section

Al' are taken directly from Al, measures 2 and 3. Modulatory activity within this section is also similar to that of
Al; a single modulation occurs in measure 27. However, the
change of key center in Al' is to A rather than F.

The new

A tonal center continues in the following section (B2).
The principal relationship between sections Bl and B2
(other than that of text) is rhythm.

Section Bl (mm. 12-22)

includes two five-measure homophonic periods, the last being
an exact repetition of the first.

The five-measure period

begins with an initial two-measure phrase presenting the
fundamental rhythmic motive (Figure 27-Bl, mm. 12-13, p.
154).

This is followed by a three-measure phrase containing

a derivative of the primary motive (Figure 27-B2, mm. 14-16)
and an additional "Amen" passage.
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The rhythmic motive from Bl is again presented in the
first six measures of B2 (mm. 29-35).

Here, however, the

"B" motive is used imitatively in all four voice parts
(Figure 27-B3, mm. 29-30).

In measure 35 and 36 the voices

unite in a highly rhythmic homophonic statement of "glory
and dominion forever."

A four-measure extension, derived

from material introduced in Al, measure 6, is used to
conclude the work.
Siunmary of Formal Procedures
I Will

Extol

Thee and Unto Him That Loved Us illustrate

the basic structural principles found in most of Allen's
Choral compositions.

Both works are sectionally arranged .

and employ preexistent musical material.

Sectional
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divisions normally coincide with specific changes of texture
and/or divisions within the text.
Nonconforming Works
Though most of Allen's choral music fits into the
tonal/homophonic or freely tonal/multitextural categories, a
few works do not conform to either stylistic classification.
One such work is Jeremiah:

A Prophecy

(SATB, 1969) . Al-

though this composition contains many of Allen's standard
compositional techniques, it is his only work to employ
indeterminant procedures.

Specific indeterminant procedures

within the work include spoken dialogue designated by approximate pitch levels, repeated dialogue (no pitch level
given) spoken at random throughout a given number of measures, specified pitches with unspecified rhythms, and
unspecified pitches and rhythms with the choice of note left
to the performer's discretion.
One other group of nonconforming compositions is the
madrigals modeled after the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth-century Renaissance madrigal.

All of these

works were written in conjunction with graduate composition
courses taken by the composer at Northwestern University or
the Eastman School of Music.
group are as follows:

Madrigals included in this

In the Merry Month of May [SA(T)B,

1951], When I Think How I Languish
Was a Merry Stripling

[SA(T)B, 1951], When I

(two-voice, 1951), Ah, This

Parting
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Will

Slay

Me (SAATB, 1952), and How Sweetly

Ringing

(SAATB,

1952).
Chapter Summary
The preceding analysis of J will

Extol

Thee and Unto

Him That Loved Us discloses two primary stylistic distinctions.
harmony.

The first point of contrast is in the area of

J will

tonal harmony.

Extol

Thee employs fairly conventional

Seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth

chords appear abundantly in this work.

Modality figures to

a limited degree, but has little effect on the overall harmonic design (i.e., strong definition of key and thick
tertian chord structures).

Conversely, Unto Him That

Loved

Us utilizes a mixture of tonality and modality, as well as
unrestricted key centers containing both modal and tonal
chord structures.

Modulations within this work occur quite

frequently and specific key centers make use of numerous altered chords.

The abundance of altered chords in Unto Him

That Loved Us significantly reduces clear definition of key.
Texture is the second major distinction between J Will
Extol

Thee

and Unto Him That Loved

Us.

In I Will

Extol

Thee

all three existing textures are homophonically conceived.
Contrast is subsequently provided by various addition and
reduction of vocal and instrumental (organ) parts.
That Loved
tures:

Unto Him

Us, by comparison, employs three divergent tex-

alternating voice pairs, strict four-part homophony.
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and four-part imitative counterpoint.

One primary texture

is normally used in each section of the work.
Both compositions employ similar melodic, rhythmic, and
formal designs.

Characteristic melodic techniques include

asymmetrical phrasing and a preponderance of conjunct writing in all parts.

Also, clear melodic definition often

varies with existing textural changes. Meter signatures are
not employed in either work; however, barlines are included.
In most cases, barlines mark natural accentuation points in
the text.

Natural word stress is strengthened within each

bar by the application of agogic stress to significant words
within the phrase.

Syncopation and/or prolonged displaced

accentuation are also used to further emphasize important
textual points.
design.

Both pieces exhibit a sectional formal

Formal divisions are clearly defined and normally

coincide with a change of texture and/or verse or phrase of
biblical text.

Each work makes use of recurring musical

material which is most often modified before each restatement.
The purpose for choosing J Will

Extol

Thee and Unto Him

That Loved Us is that they best represent the two major
compositional styles used by Allen in his choral music.
Compositions which do not fit into either stylistic category, such as Jeremiah:

A Prophecy

and the madrigals

written in conjunction with graduate composition classes,
represent an extremely small portion of Allen's total choral
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output.

Although many features do, to some degree, overlap

into both style classifications, the majority of compositional procedures maintained in each work can be associated
with one specific style.

mm

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
William Allen has provided musicians with an exciting,
new body of choral literature.

His works consists of both

accompanied and unaccompanied settings as well as secular
and sacred texts.

Allen's choral music also encompasses a

broad range of styles, such as hymn-tune arrangements,
madrigals written in a sixteenth-century style, sacred
compositions fashioned after the eighteenth-century chorale,
as well as at least one work containing indeterminant procedures.

Since this music includes assorted levels of

difficulty, there are appropriate selections for high
school, church, and university choral ensembles.
Two compositional styles are prevalent in Allen's
choral music—tonal/homophonic and freely tonal/multitextural.

Each style contains two major points of contrast:

harmony and texture.

Works within the tonal/homophonic

classification employ fairly conventional tonal harmonies.
A limited amount of modality is also utilized, but with
little effect on the overall harmonic design.

Other har-

monic characteristics within this style include clear
definition of key center and thick tertian chord structures
incorporating numerous sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and
thirteenths.

Conversely, compositions labeled as freely

tonal/multitextural employ a mixture of tonality and modality.

Key centers shift frequently and contain a combination
159
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Of modal and tonal chord structures.

The free alteration of

chord qualities within most tonal centers reduces clear
definition of mode (i.e., major, minor, or modal).

In

addition, freely tonal/multitextural compositions contain a
more liberal use of chordal dissonance.
Each compositional style exhibits a different use of
texture.

In the tonal/homophonic classification there is a

predilection for block-chordal homophony.

Textural contrast

within these compositions is primarily achieved by the
addition and deletion of parts.

Freely tonal/multitextural

works, by comparison, employ a combination of counterpoint,
homophony, and staggered homophony.

Contrapuntal and homo-

phonic textures normally alternate by sections.
Similar melodic, rhythmic, and formal structures are
employed in both style categories.

Each include asymmetri-

cal phrasing and a preponderance of conjunct writing in all
parts.

Mixed-metered and single-metered formats are used in

these works.

In many cases, meter signatures are elimi-

nated; however, barlines are used to indicate major
accentuation points in the text.

Added note length (agogic

accent), placed on important syllables and/or words within
the phrase, strengthens natural syllabic stress of the text.
Syncopated rhythms are often associated with significant
words or passages of text, thus providing rhythmic punctuation.

Sectional and through-composed formal designs are

utilized in the majority of Allen's choral compositions.

In
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addition, many works contain modified recurring musical
material.
A strong relationship between text and music is established in the choral works. As in J will

Extol

Thee and

Unto Him That Loved Us (the two representative works discussed in Chapter V), this text-music association is
exhibited in two ways.

First, the musical setting conveys

the general mood of the text.

Second, specific composi-

tional procedures are used to enhance the meaning of
individual words.

An example of this type of word painting

is found in Unto Him That Loved Us.

In this work, a

melisma, associated with the word "washed," evokes a sense
of scrubbing by its up and down melodic figuration.
A limited number of Allen's choral compositions (i.e.,
Jeremiah:

A Prophecy

and five madrigals written as study

pieces) do not fit into either of the previous style classifications.

These works represent an extremely small

percentage of Allen's total choral output.
Although some of Allen's choral works demonstrate
elements of neoclassicism and more experimental twentiethcentury approaches (e.g.. Sing to the Great Jehovah's
and Jeremiah:

A Prophecy,

Praise

respectively), the mainstream of

his choral music is affiliated with neoromanticism.

Otto

Deri defines this term as ". . . a distinctly conservative
outlook, one that is rooted in the subjective expressiveness
of the nineteenth century and conveys a strongly tonal.
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melodic-harmonic style."24

Deri separates neoromanticism

from neoclassicism, which he suggests " . . . is involved
with dissonant counterpoint, stressing the rhythmic component, and, on the whole, represents a universal rather
than a personal approach."^

Howard Hanson, former head of

the Eastman School of Music, is listed by Deri as a major
advocate of neoromanticism.

Hanson had an indirect influ-

ence on Allen's compositional style.

First, he was part of

the theory faculty during Allen's period at Eastman.
Second, Anthony Donato, one of Allen's most influential
composition instructors, was a student of Hanson's.
The overall foundation of all of Allen's choral compositions is rooted in the tonal, meIodic-harmonic approach
described by Deri.

This is most evident in the composer's

traditional harmonic style, which, for the most part, is
based on conventional tertian chord structures functioning
within specific key centers (modal and tonal).

Harmony is

usually emphasized in the choral works—a characteristic
which is underscored by Allen's preference for homophonic
textures.

Linear counterpoint does exist; however, vertical

attention within contrapuntal sections is never abandoned.
Chordal dissonance is also employed in most of Allen's

^Otto Deri, Exploring
York:

Twentieth-Century

Music (New

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968), p. 474.

^Ibid.

Baffi^^^s^^^^'^'^^^^^^^^^S
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choral compositions, but at no time does it destroy a sense
of key center.
The widespread use of conjunct writing within the
choral works heightens melodic interest.

Disjunct writing,

found sporadically in many compositions, is used primarily
to enhance specific passages of text.

In most instances,

disjunct sections are brief.
Rhythm in Allen's choral compositions is directly
related to the text.

Rhythmic patterns are essentially

based on natural syllabic accentuation and prosody of the
text.

Rhythm, melody, and harmony exist not just for their

own sake but are used to heighten personal expression of the
text; this use is a fundamental characteristic of neoromanticism.
Little use of traditional forms exists in Allen's
choral music.

This is possibly a product of Allen's aver-

sion to predetermined compositional procedures.

He supports

this observation in the following statement:
. . . I don't make a lot of predeterminations until
after I start developing the composition itself.
. . . For me it keeps things fresh and exciting
because I really don't know where something might
lead, and yet, at the same time, I am restraining
myself in order to stay within certain limits and
not wander aimlessly. The piece keeps controlling
itself as it grows; it accumulates^as it goes rather
than being set from the beginning.
The lack of emphasis placed on preestablished classical

2<^Chapter III, response #18, p. 26.
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forms is further verification of the subjective, personal
nature of Allen's compositional approach.
A number of twentieth-century procedures are employed
in the choral works.

The most common techniques are mixed-

metered rhythm (in many cases meter signatures have been
eliminated); free key centers containing a combination of
tonal and modal chord structures; and the extensive use of
added seconds, fourths, sevenths, ninths, elevenths, and
thirteenths.
Allen's neoromantic views are substantiated in several
interview statements.

First, he describes his-compositional

style as restrained and nostalgic^, and states that his
music ". . . is governed by romantic and classical tendencies. "^^ He also expains ". . . I am certainly not part of
any of the avant garde movements in music. . . . the attitude [of my music] is very much ingrained in the traditions
of the past."^
Much of Allen's traditionalism is attributed to his
early love for Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann, Liszt, and
Ravel.

His fondness for these, and many other classical

musicians, was initially developed in his childhood years
through piano study and exposure to numerous recordings.
More important, though, has been the enduring influence of
^Ibid.,

#36, p. 32.

^^Ibid.,

#5, p. 21.

^Ibid.,

#13, p. 24.
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Houghton University.

Houghton's isolated location and

conservative religious atmosphere have had a profound effect
on Allen's traditionalist views,

m his opinion, the guard-

ed environment and slow pace offered at Houghton have been
conducive to his style of composition.
Allen feels that his approach to composition is intuitive, but at the same time, controlled by intellectual
parameters bred from his musical education ana growth.

He

states:
I enjoy taking a free, rhapsodic approach towards
most of my music. . . . this style of composition is
similar to many of the Bach organ works which sound
very improvisatory in nature.^
An important aspect of Allen's compositional process is his
keyboard improvisatory skills. Rhythmic and melodic germs
for compositions originate at the keyboard and then are
organized and developed as the work progresses.
Notational items, such as dynamics and tempo markings,
are often omitted from many scores, leaving a great deal of
musical interpretation to the conductor or performer.

Allen

believes that the conductor/performer should be allowed to
interpret the score based on his or her own feelings about
the text, rather than from the preconceived musical ideas of
the composer.

Omission of interpretive markings is another

example of the subjective element in Allen's choral music.

30Ibid.,

#16, p. 26.
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It is best to sum up Allen's view of music by his
belief that composition is his best means of selfexpression.
It [composing] really comes down to an inner compulsion which has always been there for me. Even
when I started piano lessons at age eight, I started
to compose. It always has seemed to be a part of
what I was doing. . . . The compulsion has always
been there, and still is.^*

^'Ibid.,

#45, p. 35.
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LIST OF WORKS
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Works for Banri
Title

A Nocturnal
Creature
is
Moonstruck
Catch-up March
Christmas
Medley
Commercial Fantasy on "Just a
Song at
Twilight"
Fanfare Prelude for Band
Let's Get
Started
March: A Day in Port
March: The Joyous
Progress
Of Queen Bess
March for Band
Marching to
Leipzig
Variations
for Band

Instrument

Date

Tenor Sax and
Band
Band
Band
Piano and Band

1954
1955/78
Unknown
1957

Band
Band
Band
Band

Unknown
Unknown
1953
1977

Band
Band
Band

1947
1977
1960

Works for Chorus
Madrigals
Title

Voicing

Date

Ah, This Parting Will Slay Me
How Sweetly
Ringing
If Being Near the Fire
In the Merry Month of May
Three
Madrigals:

SAATB
SAATB
SATB
SA(T)B
SATB

1952
1952
1961
1951
1957

SA(T)B
2 Voice

1951
1951

"Wandring in This Place"
"Whither Runeth My Sweetheart"
"Sweet Was the Song"

When I Think How I
When I Was a Merry

Languish
Stripling

Sacred-Accompanied
Title

Christmas

Motet

"O How Great the Mystery"
"Whom Did You See"
"Beholding the Star"
"Born Today is Christ"

J Will Extol Thee
Peter
Weeping
Psalm 19

Voicing

Date

TTBB and Brass

1971

SATB and Organ
Unison Chorus,
Solo and
Piano
SATB and Organ

1987
1977
1988
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Title
Psalm 23
Sing to the Great
Jehovah's
Praise
Why Should Cross and Trial
Grieve Me
Sacred-A

Voicing

Date

SATB and Organ
SAB and Piano

1975
1976-77

SATB and Organ

1987

cappella

Title

Voicing

Date

Amazing Grace
By the Rivers of Babylon
Chorale Fanfare:
Make a Joyful
Noise
Festival
Te Deum
I Will Give Thanks
In Rama
Israel
is an Empty Vine
Jeremiah:
A Prophecy
New Year, The
Our Father
Praise God the
Trinity
Psalm 150
Resurrection,
The
Unto Him That Loved Us

SATB, Solo
SATB
SATB

1977
1986
1969

SATB (Div.)
SATB
SATB
SATB
SATB (Div.)
SATB
SSA
SATB/SATB (Div.)
SATB (Div.)
SATB
SATB

1976
1949
1956
1961
1969
1956
1955
1972
1970
1959
1960

Works for Instrumental Ensemble
Title
A Soft

March on Christmas

Autumn Song
Brass
Fanfare
Canon and Fugue
Cantilena
Fanfare
Fanfare
Fantasia
Forward and Backward
Fugue in Bh minor

Day

Instrument

Date

2 Trumpets,
Baritone and
Tuba
Brass Choir and
Timpani
Brass Choir
Instrumental or
Organ
English Handbells
3 Trumpets and
Timpani
Brass Choir and
Timpani
String Quartet
Brass Ensemble
Instrumental or
Organ

1981
1980
1946-48
1950
1980
1953
1970
1952
1954
1950
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Title
How Great Thou Art (Arranged)
Lenox:
Symphony on a Hymn
Tune
Love Divine,

All

Loves

Excelling

Minuet
O Could I (Arranged)
Peace Doubting
Heart
(Variations)
Procession
Recurrent;
Trio for
Flute,
Oboe and Bb
Clarinet
Rise Up Ye Sons of God
Serenade for Wind Ensemble
Student String
Quartet
Suite for Woodwind
Quintet
Three Lessons for Double
Trio
Trio for Flute,
Oboe and
Clarinet
Waterloo
Fanfare
What Child is This (Arranged)
While Shepherds Watched Their
Flocks
(Arranged)

Instrumeni-

Date

4 Flutes
Wind Ensemble,
Piano and
Percussion
4-part Instrumental or
Organ
Violin and Cello
4 Flutes
3 Cellos

1973
1980

3 Trumpets and
3 Trombones
Flute, Oboe and
Bb Clarinet
Flute Ensemble
Wind Ensemble
String Quartet
Woodwind Quintet
Double Trio
Flute, Oboe and
Clarinet
Brass Choir
Trumpet Trio
Trumpet Trio

1973
1974
1971
1969
1953
1976
1975
1953/70
1947
1969
1985
1975-76
1970
1954
1954

Works, Large-scale Vocal
Title

Instrumentation

Date

A Musical Progress
from Revelation (Sacred Cantata)

Baritone Solo,
Chorus, Organ,
Piano, French
Horn, Harp,
Trumpet,
Percussion, and
Mime Group
Soloists, Chorus
and Piano (?)
Chorus, Soloists
and Organ
Soloists, Chorus
and Piano
Chorus, Soloists
and Piano
Soloists, Chorus
and Piano

1974

Ardelia

(Operetta)

Cantata for Christ
(Sacred
Cantata)
Coffee Machine
Revisited
(Musical)
Damascus Road (Dramatic Cantata)
Esther
(Opera, unfinished)

1956
1964
1963
1968
Unknown
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Title
Everetne
King Saul

(Musical)
(Oratorio)

Passion according
(Passion)
Pride

to St.

and Prejudice

Selectra

John

(Opera)

(Musical)

Young John Wesley

(Opera)

Instrumeni-

Date

Soloists, Chorus
and Piano
Soloists, Chorus
and Chamber
Orchestra
Soloists, Chorus
Narrators, 2
Pianos and Guitar
Soloists, Chorus
and Piano
Chorus, Soloists
and Piano
Soloists, Chorus
and Orchestra

1959
1958
1960

1967
1957
1983

Works for Orchestra
Title
Aria for
Strings

French Horn and

Brahms' Rhapsody (1st Section
Orchestrated)
Chamber Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra
Classic
Concerto
Concerto for
Orchestra

Trumpet and

Concerto for Two Pianos
Orchestra
Concerto
Grosso

String
and

Debussy's
Homage ii Rameau
(Orchestrated)
Diferencias
Elegy for Cello and
Orchestra
Fantasy on "O Quanta
God Rest Ye, Merry
(Arranged)

String
Qualia"
Gentlemen

Instrument

Date

French Horn and
String Orchestra
Orchestra

1985

Piano and Orchestra
Piano and Orchestra
Trumpet and
String Orchestra
2 Pianos and
Orchestra
Trumpets, Piano,
Timpani and
String Orchestra
Orchestra

1961-62

Violin and Small
Orchestra
Cello and String
Orchestra
Piano, Choir and
Orchestra
String Orchestra

1950

1988
1970
1959
1958

1950
1961
1981
1973
1946
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Title

Instrument

Date

He That Was Before the World
(from Triptych; 3rd mvt.
incomplete)
La Belle Dame sans Merci
(Music for Ballet)
Leyenda

Orchestra

1966

Orchestra

1954

French Horn and
String Orchestra
Organ and Orchestra
String Orchestra
Orchestra

1966
Unknown

String Orchestra

1949

Small Orchestra

Unknown

Suzuki Violins
and Orchestra
Solo Violin,
Oboe, Cello
and String
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Chorus and
String Orchestra

Unknown

Little
Concerto for Organ and
Orchestra
Little
Suite for
Strings
Mendelssohn's
Piano Scherzo in
E minor (Orchestrated)
Mozart:
Andante
Cantabile
(transcription from Piano
Sonata)
Mozart Concerto for Piano, No.
27 in Bb, 2nd mvt. (accompaniment arranged for small
Orchestra)
O Come Little
Children,
Suzuki
Pageant
Omaggio a Goldoni

Overture
Three Moods for
Zavitz

Orchestra

1988
1949

1983-84

1948
1951
1959

r Organ

Title
Alarums and
Excursions
Andante:
with quiet
joy
Arrest at
Philippi
Aus Tiefer
Not
Azmon
Cadenza for Bach
Passacaglia
and Fugue
Canon and Fugue
Celebration
Toccata
Chorale after
the manner of
Samuel
Scheldt

Instrument

Date

Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ

1988
Unknown
1984
1963
1980
1963

Organ or Instrumental
Organ
Organ

1950
1979
1949
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Title

Instrument

Date

Chorale Prelude:
Arise and
Bless the Lord
Chorale Prelude:
Arrangement
of Just the Way You are
Tonight
Chorale Prelude:
Herr Jesu
Christ,
dich
Chorale Prelude:
Nun Danket
Chorale Prelude:
Vom Himmel
hoch
Church's One Foundation,
The
Concerto for Organ
Counterpoint
in imitation
of
Scheldt
Dorm Life
Fantasy and Fugue in C
Fantasy for Organ
Four Impromptus for a
Festival
Fugue for a Holiday
Fugue in Bb minor

Organ

i960

Organ

1955

Organ or Piano

1949

Organ
Organ

1960
1955

Organ
Organ
Organ and Piano

1988
1956
1949

Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ or Instrumental
Organ

1986
1986
1970
Unknown
1987
1950

Organ

1962

Organ

1961

Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ

1960
1960
1960
1968

Organ

1983

Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ and Orchestra
Organ
Organ or '4-part
Instrumental
Organ
Organ
Organ

1960
1983
1986
1985

Hymn Prelude:
Alas, and Did My
Savior
Bleed
Hymn Prelude:
Come, Thou
Almighty
King
Hymn Prelude:
Come, Thou Long
Expected
Jesus
Hymn Prelude:
Eventide
Hymn Prelude:
Nettleton
Hymn Prelude:
St. Thomas
Improvisation
on a Fragment
(for Anton Heiller)
Improvisation
on "Of the
Father's
Love
Begotten"
In the Year That King Uzziah
Jesus, Priceless
Treasure
Jesus the
Christ
Little
Concerto for Organ and
Orchestra
Little
Trio
Sonata
Love Divine,
All Loves
Excelling
March
March Noble
Meditation
on "Nun Komm, Der
Heiden
Heiland"
O Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go
Pageant for Organ, Piano and
Drums
"Pedal" for Organ

Organ
Organ, Piano
and Drums
Organ

1955

Unknown
1973
1963
1987
1986
1983
1969
1962
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Title
Petite
Senate en Trio
Praise My Soul, the King of
Heaven
Prelude
Prelude
(St. Anne)
Prelude on Soldiers
of
Christ
Prelude on Ye Serv8tnts of God
Arise
Prelude:
Like As a Mother
Comforteth
Prelude:
Night Shall Be No
More
Rondeau:
O Worship the King
Sonatine for Organ
Spirit
Like a Dove Descending, The
Three Studies,
Canons and
Fugue
Triumphal March
Triumphal
Tribute
Two Fragments for
Improvisation
(for Piet Kee)
Two Fragments for
Improvisation
(for Langlais)
Variations
on Wrestling
Jacob
Wedding
Processional
Wedding
Toccata

Instrument

Date

Organ
Organ

1959
1986

Organ
Organ
Organ
Organ

1955
1955
1983
1983

Organ

1977

Organ

1985

Organ
Organ
Organ

1961
1936
1987

Organ or Piano

1949

Organ and Piano
Organ
Organ

1947
1977
1965

Organ

1967

Organ
Organ
Organ

1963
1966
1963

Works for Piano
Title

Instrument

Date

"A and C", Sonority
Study
A Tale Quietly
Told
"Baroque" Binary
example
Cadenza—Bach
Passacaglia
and
Fugue
Cadenza to Mozart Concerto in
C minor
Canon
Canon and Fugue
exercise
Canon with
Obbligato
Child's
Lament
Chopin
Chorale melody in
bass—two
studies,
Der Du bist Drei in
Einigkeit
Chorale Prelude:
Als Jesus
Christus
in der Nacht

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1947
1954
1965
1963/87

Piano

Unknown

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1953/59
1950
1952
1948
1947
1952

Piano

1952
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Title

Instrumpn-h

Date

Chorale
Prelude: Aus Tiefer
Not
Chorale
Prelude: Christus
der
ist mein Leben
Chorale
Prelude: Herr Jesu
Christ,
dich
Chorale
Prelude: Meinem Jesum
lass ich
nicht
Chorale
Prelude: Schwing' Dich
auf zu Deinem Gott
Chorale Prelude:
St. Anne
Chorale Prelude:
Wir
Christienleut
Christmas
Impromptu
Christmas
Medley
Christmas
Piece
Christmas
Prelude
Christmas Prelude and Fugue
Counterpoint
in imitation
of
Scheldt
Dance of the Elves,
The
Debussy before
1890
Determined Martian,
The
Divertimento
Divertimento
Domestic Clavier,
The
Easter
Melody
Entanglements
(2 studies)
Essay
Etude
Etude for Jackie Marcano
Evening Song
Exercise
Exercise:
Variations
of a
Phrase
Fairies'
Dance
Fairy and the Giant, The
Fancies
Fanfare Overture,
Romanza,
Danza
Fantasy
Four o'clock
Waltz
From Frederic
C's
Nocturne
Fughetta:
Amazing Grace
Fughetta:
Ein feste Burg ist
unser
Gott
Fugue
Fugue in G minor
Fugue
Fugue-Sonata

Piano

1952

Piano

Unknown

Piano or Organ

1949

Piano

1952

Piano

1952

Piano
Piano

Unknown
1952

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano and Organ

1959/87
1976
1951
1953
1955
1949

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

Unknown
1953
1977
1953
1957
1960-61
1933
1968
1957
1961
1980
1954
1952
1953

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1940-42
1934
1975-76
1956

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1958
Unknown
1953
1955-73
1952

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1971-72
1954-58
1953-74
1971-72
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Title
Gang, The
Gavotte/Etude
Gondola Song
Greek
Suite
Homage to Robert Schumann
Hymn Prelude:
God Moves in a
Mysterious
Way
Hymn Prelude:
Rejoice,
Ye Pure
in Heart
Hymn Prelude:
The Church's One
Foundation
Impromptu
Impromptu
Improvisations
In a Shanty in Old Shanty Town
Intermezzo
Invention
Invention
Invention
Invention
Invention
in Eb
Jig
Jonah git caught into de Whale
Lessons in Popular
Style
Little
Etude for the Right Hand
Little
Invention
Little
Prelude in G minor
Little
Serial
Moods for Piano
Lullabye
(chimes)
Medley Arrangement,
Shine On
Harvest Moon and Others
Minuet
Nine Duets
Nocturne
Nocturne
Old Frog, The
Old Wine
On Halloween
On Pense ii Paris
"Orchestral"
sketches
Pageant for Organ, Piano and
Drums
ParsLkeet
Suite
Piano
Sonata
Polonaise
Prelude
(with unfinished Fugue)
Prelude
Prelude
Prelude

Instrument

Date

2 Pianos, 8
hands
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1978
Unknown
1944
1961-64
1953-60
1975

Piano

1975

Piano

1975

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano (Arr.)
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1954
1961
1984
1980
1948
1952
1953
1957
1962
1951
1948
1954
1953
1953
Unknown
1958
1961
1935
1955

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano, Organ
and Drums
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1946-52
Unknown
1944
1946-52
1936
Unknown
1935
1956-62
1943-44
1969
1951
1965
1946-47
1951
1955
1956
1957/82
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Title

Instrument

Date

Prelude ("Bartok"; with unfinished Fugue)

Piano

1960

Prelude:
A Lyric Summer Day
Prelude and Fugue
Prelude and Fugue
Prelude and Fugue
Prelude and Fugue in Bb
Prelude and Fugue in the
style
of
Mendelssohn
Prelude Not Exactly
Hindemith
Prelude on the
Doxology
"Renoir" Tune
Rise of the Sonata-Allegro
Form,

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1963
1952
1954
1960
1959
1953-74

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1957-59
1949
1952
1954

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1946
1948
1978-79
Unknown
1948
1952
1961
1952/82
1939-40
1942
1943
1955
1964

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1956
1968
1965
1985

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1948
1946-73
1952
1955
1957
Unknown
1958-59
1961
1965/73
1983
1935
1953
1954

Piano
Piano
Piano

1956
1954
1949

The

(composed style lecture)

Romance and Scherzo
Rondeau
Rondo in B
Scherzino
Scherzo
Serial
Study
Seven Hymn Preludes
Seven
Preludes
Sketchbook
Sketchbook

(Russian Dance)

5/cetchJbook
Sonata (Foster)
Sonata:
Gelobet,
seist
du,
Jesu
Christ
Sonata:
St. Anne
Sonata:
Wachet Auf
Sonata for Piano
Sonata for
Piano: Faith and
Learning
Sonata No. I
Sonatina
Sonatina
(Wallen)
Sonatina
Sonatina
Sonatina

(1st mvt.)

Sonatina

for

Sonatine

the Left Hand

(Schweinforth)

Song Without Words
St.
Chrysostom
Storm, The
Suite
Suite:
Minuet; Youngsters
to
Bed;
Teenagers
Suite:
Old Wine
Suite for a Talented
Beginner
Swanee River in Jazz
Style

•aBHi>
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Title

Instrumen-h

Tango
Tarentelle
Theme (echoes for the hills)
Three Hymn Preludes
Three Little
Studies
Three Studies,
Canons and
Fugues
Toccata for Piano
Tretnsition:
Para/ceet Suite to
Prelude etnd Fugue in Ab, WTC
I, by Bach
Triptych
Triumphal March
Twelve-tone
row and
exercises
Two Fughettas
on Old Hundred
Two Part
Invention
Two Part Invention
(based in
part upon key relationships
of Bach's Invention # 13)
Two Part
Invention
unnamed Study in A minor
Variation
Studies
on a Ground
Variation
Studies
on Amazing
Grace
Variations
and Paraphrase on
Haydn's Allegro
in F
Variations
for Piano
Variations
on "Dixie"
Variations
on Lover
Variations
on a Theme by Prout
Vignette
Waltz
Waltz
Waltz
Waltz (Davis)
Waltz for Two Pianos
Waltz in F$ major
We Celebrate
the Major Scale
Windy Sea, The

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano or Organ

1955-57
1947
Unknown
1975
Unknown
1949

Piano
Piano

1963
Unknown

Piano
Piano and Organ
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

1966
1947
1951
1949
1949/73
1951

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano

Unknown
1935-36
1955
1955

Piano

1953/75

Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
2 Pianos
Piano
Piano
Piano

1966
1953
1956-57
1949/76
1954
1939
1947-67
1954
1960
1951-67
1933
1964
Unknown

Works for Solo instrumentfs)
Accompanied
Title
A Discourse

in Three

Parts

Instrument

Date

2 Clarinets and
Piano

1963
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Title

Andante

and

Andetnte
Aria

Allegro

Cetntabile

Arrangements
for Flute,
Cello
and Piano
Attempt No. I
Balkans
Bagatelle
Concerto for Baritone
and
Piano
Elegy
Essay for
Estample

Flute

and

Piano

Fantasy on "O Worship the King"
and "Immortal, Invisible,
God
only
Wise."

Instrument

Date

Trombone and
Piano
Violin and Piano
Horn in F and
Piano
Flute, Cello and
Piano
Violin and Piano
Violin and Piano
Baritone and
Piano
Eb Alto Sax and
Piano
Flute and Piano
Flute, Oboe, Bassoon and Piano
Violin and Organ

1954
1947
Unknown
1969
1958
1975
1971
1973
1962
1946
1983

FlUgelmourn
(Flugelhorn obbligato over Bach Prelude in Bb
minor)

Flugelhorn and
Piano or Organ

1978

God Moves in a Mysterious Way
In the
Evening
Incidental
Music to Everyman

Violin and Piano
Violin and Piano
Clarinet, Cello
and Piano
Marimba and
Piano
Violin and Piano

1976
1958
1964

Viola and Piano
Trumpet and
Organ
2 Violins and
Piano

1975
1968

Violin and Piano
Violin and Piano
Clarinet and
Organ
Clarinet and
Piano
Flute and Piano
Eb Alto Sax and
Piano
Bb Clarinet and
Piano
Violin and Piano
Clarinet and
Piano

1958
1974
1972

Introduction
and Tocatta
for
Marimba and Piano
Jesus Saves, with
Hunter's
Chorus

(Arranged)

LuIlaJby for Viola and
March for a Wedding

Piano

Medley:
"Praise to the Lord,
the Almighty,"
and "To God
be the
Glory."
Midday
Jingle
Nocturne
Nocturne for Clarinet
and
Organ
Piece for Clarinet
and Piano
Piece for Flute and Piano
Prelude:
Eb Alto Sax and
Piano
Prelude:
I'll
Show Them I
Don't Care
Serenade for Violin and Piano
Sonata for Clarinet
and Piano

1962
1976

1976

••i

1944
1963
1984
Unknown
1961
1960/77
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Title
Sonata for
Piano
Sonata for

French Horn and
Trumpet

and

Piano

Sonata

Trumpet

and

Piano

Suite

for
for

Trumpet

and

Piano

Trio
Trio for Eb Alto SSLX, Cello and
Piano
Trio for Clarinet,
Cello and
Piano
Valse Toujours Recommengante
Variations
on Christus
Der ist
Mein Leben
Variations

on "He Leadeth Me"

Variations
on "Twinkle,
Twinkle"
Waltz for Oboe and Piano
(unfinished)
Winter Morning

Instrument

Date

French Horn and
Piano
Trumpet and
Piano
Trumpet and
Piano
Trumpet and
Piano
Violin, Cello,
and Piano
Alto Sax, Cello
and Piano
Clarinet, Cello
and Piano
Oboe and Piano

1952

Horn, Strings,
Alto Sax and
Piano
Eb Alto Sax and
Piano
2 Violins and
Piano
Oboe and Piano
Clarinet and
Piano
Oboe, Eng. Horn,
2 Clarinets
and Piano

Winter Variations
for Woodwinds and Piano

1949
1965
1965
1948
1961
1974
1964
1953
1973
1954
1964
1946
1972

Unaccompanied
Title
Improvisation

for

Flute—c.

1820

Instrument

Date

Flute

1964

Works for Voice
Accompanied
Title
A Court
A Mother

Procession
and Her Son

Away in a Manager

Instrument

Date

Tenor and Piano
Contralto and
Organ
Solo and Piano

1954
1978
1947
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Title
Centipede,

The

Cotton

Mather

Court
Dinky

Procession,
Bird

Dinner
Eternal

on

Music
Forest,

Music
The

The

Golden Slumbers
Kiss Your Eyes
Have I Not Commanded Thee?
Highlander,
The
I Am My
Beloved's
I Climbed A Wooded
If You Were At Sea
Jesu, Meine
Freude
Listen,
the Wind
Lo, He Comes, with
Descending
Love is More Thicker
Blows a Bubble
Not I, but
Christ

Hill

Clouds
and

Hate

Now Let All the Heavens
Adore
Thee
Now Thank We All Our God
Nun Danket:
Now Thank We All
Our God
O Eyes of My Beloved
Peter,
in
Forgetfulness
Psalm 136:
the Lord
Psalm 61
Saul on the

O Give
Road to

Thanks

Unto

Damascus

See, the Day Begins to Break
Set Me As A Seal Upon Your
Heart
Sonata for Baritone
and Piano
Song of
Sonnet

Hagar
98

Instrument

Date

Contralto and
Piano
Baritone and
Piano
Tenor and Piano
Soprano and
Piano
Solo and Piano
Soprano or Tenor
and Piano
Solo and Piano
Baritone or Tenor
and Piano
Solo and Piano
Tenor and Organ
Soprano and
Piano
Tenor and Piano
Tenor and Organ
Solo and Piano
Women's Duet and
Organ
Baritone and
Piano
Women's Duet and
Organ
Contralto and
Organ
Soprano and
Organ
Solo and Organ

1952-54

Tenor and Piano
Women's Trio and
Piano
Soprano and
Orchestra
Tenor and Organ
Contralto and
Piano
Tenor and Piano
Soprano, Tenor
and Organ
Baritone and
Piano
Soprano and
Piano
Soprano, Alto
and Harpsicord

1953
1954
1944
1974
1982
1956
1962
1969
1966
1948
1954
1978
1969
1970
1968
1970
1962
1968
1968
Unknown
1970
1968
Unknown
1954-55
1956
1976
1964
1948/63
1952/83
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Title

Spring
Still,
Tell

Returns
(Cycle)
Still
With Thee
Out,

My Soul

Troubador,
The
Walk No More as Those of
Darkened
Understanding
We Are Pioneers
for
Jesus
Weep You No More Sad Fountains
What Shall I, a Sinner do Lord?
When I Survey the Wondrous
Cross

Instrument

Date

Tenor and Piano
2 Voices and
Organ
Soprano, Piano
and 2 guitars
Tenor and Piano
Solo and Organ

1962
1969

Solo and Piano
Tenor and Piano
Solo and Guitar
Women's Duet
and Organ

1988
1958-59
Unknown
1970

1972
1948
1983

Unaccompanied
Title

Instrument

Date

Gai Lon La, Gai Le Rosier
Lullabye:
Sleep My Child
Norwegian Dance^and Song
Over the Rainbow
Rain Song, The
Sleep, Holy Babe

Solo
Solo
Solo
Men's Quartet
Solo
Solo

1948-49
1935
1938
1956
1938
Unknown
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I.

Allen's Views on Twentieth-Century Music
A.

What is your opinion on the following prevalent
twentieth-century styles?

B.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Who

Avant Garde
Serialism
Indeterminant/Chance
Electronic Music
Neoclassicism
is your favorite twentieth-century composer

and why?
C.

Who is your favorite composer not from the
twentieth-century and why?

D.

Which composers were most influential, either
negatively or positively, on your style of
composition?

E.

What specific styles of music have influenced your
style of composition the most?

F.

were there any people who were influential on your
decision to become a composer?
1.

After you decided to pursue an education in
composition, were there any specific people
who helped steer you towards your present
style of writing?

2
0

were you writing music at an early age?

Where do you place your own compositional style in
the realm of the prevalent twentieth-century
schools Of thought? noes your style fit within

186
one or more of the categories previously
discussed?
II.

Allen's Views on Personal Compositional Style
A.

Do you compose intuitively or use an intellectual
approach?
1.

Do you think that the mechanics involved in
your process of writing come from your compositional background, training, and culture or
from some other source?

2.

Do you feel that either method (i.e., intuitive or intellectual) is more valuable than
the other, or is a combination of both more
advantageous for a composer?

3.

Is it always possible to differentiate between
intuitive and intellectual writing?

B.

Do you make any conscious, predetermined decisions
concerning items to be used in specific compositions, e.g., harmonic progressions, rhythmic
ideas, melodic formula, and modality/tonality?
1.

Do predetermined conditions, either your own
or those set by other people, affect your
method of composition?

2.

Do you feel more comfortable composing with or
without given limitations?

C.

Does your ability to improvise have an effect on
your compositional style?
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D.

Why have you decided to use unmetered manuscript
in the majority of your choral works?

E.

Why have you not submitted and/or actively pursued
publication of your works?

F.

How would you summarize the general style characteristics prevalent in your compositions?
1.

Do you feel that your meter is controlled by
any specific thing?

2.

Rhythm

3.

Harmony

4.

Why do you choose not to employ specific
structural forms (e.g., rondo, sonata allegro,
ternary) in the majority of your choral works?

5.

Texture

6.

Text
a)

Do you prefer composing with or without a
text?

b)
G.

How do you select texts?

At any point in your career did you make a conscious choice to exploit any specific stylistic
traits and adapt them as your personal trademark?

H.

Which do you feel is you best or most satisfying
choral work and why?

I.

Can you describe your method of composition,
.beginning from a work's inception to its final
version?
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1.

Vou have mentioned that you really do not
enjoy doing sketches or outlines for your
compositions.

J.
III.

can you summarize your style of composition?

Allen's Views on Performance of his Choral Music
A.

Do you have any specific intentions in your use of
nonmetered scores?

Does the barline convey any

sort of accentuation or is it just a point of
reference for the performer?
B.

Does metering take away from your original idea of
rhythmic freedom or free metrical conception?

C.

What amount of revision is normally involved in
your writing process?

D.

Disregarding the performance itself, have you ever
been in a recital situation where you found that a
problem existed within the work which caused the
piece to not work well?

E.

As a way to increase tuning accuracy in twentiethcentury choral music, many conductors choose a
tone (juality which is less weighty and limited in
amount of vibrato.

Do you think this would be

beneficial in the performance of your choral
works?
F.

Would you like to write more ad libitum
such as in Peter

Weeping,

sections,

or do you think that

vocal and/or instrumental improvisation is a lost
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art?

Do you think that most performers would know

how to stylistically interpret ad libitum

sec-

tions?
G.

Do you ever find yourself questioning whether a
piece or a particular section of your music is too
difficult?

H.

Many composers notate exact instructions on the
score in order to assure a specific interpretation
while others leave many aspects of interpretation
up to the performer and/or conductor.

Since a

number of your scores lack specific tempo and
dynamic markings, do you wish to leave certain
interpretive aspects up to the performer?
IV.

Allen's Views on Personal Philosophy
A.

Do you have a philosophy or rationale about why
you compose?

B.

Can you expound on this inner compulsion?

C.

What suggestions would you give a student wanting
to become a composer?

D.

Have there been times when you were not really
inspired to compose but, because of necessity, did
anyway?

E.

Does a composer always have to be inspired to
write well?

F.

Does teaching in a religious school affect the
type of compositions you write?

If so, how?
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